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INTRODUCTION 
 
This report details the proceedings of the series of workshops that were held throughout 
the Eden District between 10and 17 April 2012. The workshops were chaired by Vernon 
Gibbs-Halls from the Eden District Municipality, with the exception of the one at Piesang 
Valley, which was chaired by Aidan Wood from EFA. 
 
The venues were as follows: 
 
April 10 – George Banquet Hall 
April 11 – Mossel Bay Town Hall 
April 12 – Melkhoutfontein Community Hall (Stilbaai) 
April 13 – Witsand Community Hall 
April 16 – Brenton Community Hall (Knysna) 
April 17 – Piesang Valley Community Hall (Plettenberg Bay) 
 
The Agenda for each workshop was as follows: 
 
1. Welcome, registration and rules of conduct 
2. Purpose of workshop 
3. Workplan and timeframes 
4. Introduction to the ICM Act and the Eden CMP 
5. Study area 
6. Description of the coastal zone 
7. Structure of CMP 
8. Vision 
9. Coastal management objectives 
10. Priority management issues 
11. Management strategies 
12. Public access 
13. Way forward 
14. General discussion 
15. Close 
 
A copy of the presentation used at the workshops has been sent as a separate document to 
all registered stakeholders. 
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GEORGE WORKSHOP 
George Banquet Hall; 10 April 2012; 18h00 

 
ATTENDANCE 
 
See Appendix I. 
 
PROCEEDINGS 
 
Vernon Gibbs-Halls (VG) welcomed everyone and introduced Aidan Wood (AW). AW then 
proceeded with the presentation (see attached presentation). Direct stakeholder input was 
required from the “Vision” section of the presentation (see Agenda) but a few queries were 
raised during the course of the first half of the presentation. 
 

• A request was made for the presentation to be e-mailed to everyone; AW agreed to do this. 

• AW was asked to define the extent of an estuary; he explained that it was the upper extent of 
the River-Estuarine Interface (REI) measured on a normal spring high tide with minimal 
freshwater inflows. According to the ICM Act, the coastal zone would then extend an 
additional 100 m upstream of that point. 

• The PPP was queried; a member of the audience said he had only received the notice this 
morning and that the word “stakeholder” was misleading as it was not clear who was being 
referred to. AW said the notices had been in the accounts for a while and had also appeared 
in 5 different regional newspapers last month in English, Afrikaans and Xhosa and was 
satisfied that enough had been done to ensure the public was informed. It was suggested that 
the term stakeholder be clarified to include members of the general public. 

• The issue of existing rights in the context of newly designated setback lines and the coastal 
protection zone was raised. Zain Jumat (ZJ) said setback lines were meant to protect sensitive 
areas and that conditions would be very strict. Existing rights to develop would not be 
affected with the exception of conditions that would be applied to prevent damage to 
infrastructure/structures and to reduce the risk to human safety. 

• Disaster management should be included as a separate chapter in the report (like MPAs, 
heritage resources etc.); AW agreed. 

• ZJ was concerned that the format of the CMP appeared to concentrate on the bio-physical 
with little concern for social issues. AW said it would be clearer in the CMP, but there were 
social issues within almost all of the management categories. 

• Carel Venter (CV) said we must be careful not too overcomplicate the CMP with complex 
disaster management plans; AW said the CMP would describe the need for disaster 
management and that all B municipalities required plans but would not go into detail with 
each plan; contact details or emergency services would, however, be made available. 

• ZJ also warned that the CMP could not be too general as social issues, for example, could 
differ significantly between coastal areas; AW said this was noted and would be taken into 
consideration. 

 
VISION 
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AW explained what a Vision was and that one was required for the Eden coast; examples of the 
GRNP and Eden coastal strategy Visions were supplied and then stakeholders were requested to 
supply phrases or key words that they would like to see included in the Vision.. AW explained 
that he would draft a Vision based on these from all six workshops and that stakeholders could 
comment on it when the draft CMP was made available. 
 
See Appendix II for stakeholder input with respect to the Vision. 
 

• There was a call for separate Visions for each municipal area, but AW explained that the 
Vision was intentionally broad-based and a single one was required to encompass the desired 
state of the entire Eden coastline. VG explained that the coastal management objectives 
would provide for the opportunity to speak to issues on a more concentrated or site-specific 
scale. 

 

COASTAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
 
AW provided a list of what he considered to be the Coastal Management Objectives and 
requested stakeholders to comment on the list and suggest additions/amendments. 
 

• AW was asked to explain what “Institutional Arrangements” meant; he said it referred to 
anything relating to government organizations, the envisaged coastal committee and 
interactions and cooperation between all of them. It was also later decided that increased 
capacity to fulfill mandates would fall under this category rather than livelihoods or job 
creation. 

• AW was asked whether the category of Water Quality included the sea; AW said yes – it was 
both estuary and the sea and included both municipal and the DWA responsibilities. 

• The following objectives were added or amended; Economic Development (added), 
Recreation (combined with Tourism), Sense of Place (added – perhaps include under 
conservation/protection or cultural/heritage resources), research (primary scientific research 
– added). 

 

PRIORITY MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
 
AW explained that issues would be dealt with via Management Action Plans that would detail 
required actions, applicable legislation, mandate, timeframes, cost and performance indicators. 
AW requested that stakeholders provide up to 5 coastal management issues they considered to be 
a priority and to provide a solution. 
 
See Appendix III for stakeholder input with regards issues and solutions. 
 

• Economic development was seen as a priority but it was suggested that this go hand-in-hand 
with job creation (amendment to management objectives was made). However, CV said that 
job creation in order to increase capacity to fulfill mandates could also fall under institutional 
arrangements; AW said the CMP would reflect this. CV said George municipality has a 
strategy for economic development and that this can be used to inform the CMP. 
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• Private business or investment was key and needed to be encouraged in an area that was busy 
stagnating, e.g. a private boat harbour/marina in Plettenberg Bay; AW said that while 
economic benefits might accrue to a few people/groups, a small boat harbour would probably 
have significant environmental impacts but that there were processes to follow.  

• It was clarified that the issue of rehabilitation would come under the objective of biodiversity 
conservation/protection. 

• CV said it was important that the basis and ultimate goal of the CMP remains effective 
coastal management. 

• Query – what is the CMP managing because more and more of the coast belongs to private 
landowners and access to the public is becoming more restricted; what is needed is more 
reserves that provide protection as well as access for the public. AW said that reserves may 
not be the answer as this requires additional manpower and funding to run but that the CMP 
would be looking at the access issue because everyone has the right to access the coast. 

• AW further said that while access was a right, individual landowners rights also needed to be 
considered. Agreements would need to be entered into with landowners to ensure equitable 
access. ZJ said that boat launching sites needed to be included and that access sites should be 
restricted to specific and environmentally suitable areas. 

 

PUBLIC ACCESS 
 
AW explained the right of access in terms of the act and also explained the circumstances under 
which access to the coastal public property could be restricted or denied. There was concern that 
this could effectively exclude all areas; AW said that despite appearances, the ICM Act was 
actually aimed at encouraging access rather than restricting it, but conditions needed to be strict 
to minimize disturbance and environmental damage. 
 

• There was a concern that access to dangerous areas has lead to drownings in the past and 
these should be closed. AW said that even when people are made aware of the risks they still 
tend to ignore the dangers so risk may be a good indicator when assessing the suitability of 
public access sites. 

• Public access sites usually meant that litter and other forms of pollution accompanied them. 
It is a municipal function to manage access sites and their capacity to do so needs to be 
considered when assessing sites. AW said it was also human nature to be reckless and 
education from an early age (school) as well as by signage may help change the mindset. 

• ZJ said it was important that we know the extent of the area under study; for example, the 
costal protection zone may differ depending on a host of factors such that it may be a few 
hundred meters in one place and over a kilometer in an adjacent area. We were cautioned that 
we needed to concentrate our efforts only within the area covered by the CMP and not get 
distracted by other issues. 

 
AW asked that stakeholders provide us with an indication of where public access to the coastal 
zone was located. The following was forthcoming: 
 

• Voelklip and areas immediately west of Herold’s Bay. 

• Coastal side of Pacaltsdorp and Thembalethu (informal footpaths all over). 

• Areas around Ballot’s Bay – also cattle trampling sensitive vegetation areas. 
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• Kleinkrantz to Gerickes Point (informal footpaths all over). 

• AW has a list of all licensed and unlicensed slipways. 

• Some illegal launch sites needed to be legalized to facilitate launching of boats or patrolling 
and compliance activities. 

• Access exists to Gwaing Estuary mouth, but water quality problems mean that public can’t 
enjoy any more – pollution is from sewerage works at George and the perception is that it is 
due to mismanagement of infrastructure. 

 

WAY FORWARD 
 
See relevant slide in attached presentation. 
 

GENERAL DISUSSSION 
 

• ZJ queried our timelines; we said final CMP to Eden by July but then additional delays may 
be caused due to requirement for MEC approval and possible amendments after MEC 
review. 

• Johan Strauss from Southern Cape shore angling said that as a group, organized angling was 
concerned about the limited access to competitive anglers. Despite adhering to strict 
conditions they find more and more areas being denied to them. Initially the ORV 
Regulations restricted them, and now even coastal towns or resorts were opposing their 
applications or access; in some cases they are walking up to 11 km. They even get conflict 
from surfers and swimmers in some areas. AW said that while access will be addressed by 
the CMP, they need to consider approaching the National controlling body to intervene; they 
can spin it from a financial point of view (organized angling contributes significantly to the 
economy) and due to the fact that it is a recognized sport for which you can win Provincial 
and National colours. They pay affiliation fees to their National controlling body so they 
should expect them to assist in this regard. 

 

CLOSE 
 
AW then thanked everyone for their time and the workshop was closed at 20h00. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Attendance at the Eden CMP workshop (George Banquet Hall);10 April 2012; 18h00 
 

Name Affiliation Phone E-mail 

Aidan Wood EFA/Rhodes 0828694939 tagfish@telkomsa.net 

Vernon Gibbs-Halls Eden District Municipality 0726705108 gibbs@edendm.co.za 

Jaco Barendse NMMU - SRU   jaco.barendse@live.nmmu.ac.za 

Bob Hopkin Avusa Media (CX Express) 0724248877 bosworth@telkomsa.net 

Clay Whittal Goerge Boy Scouts   clayandwin@gmail.com 

Johann Strauss Southern Cape Shore Angling 0825713107 scangling@netactive.co.za 

Ted Harris Private 0844456506 sales@dhamai.co.za 

Sue Harris SAPREC 0812702221   

Lynne Thompson WESSA 0827733539   

Christine Ridgeschwanfe WESSA 044 8734203   

Henk Alting Lakes Bird Club 0834140250   

Johan Stuurman Pacaltsdorp 0826208113 Nellsider@telkomsa.net 

Mark Hartniell Private 0826655028   

Mary-Jane Boezak Private 0736805511   

Anthony Jones Private 0727268732 Nellsider@telkomsa.net 

    0734076242   

Mel Walton Private (Herolds Bay)   mellw@mweb.co.za 

Keith Sharpe Private   keithsharpe@telkomsa.net 

Graham Savage Private (land surveyor)   g.savage@telkomsa.net 

Guy Harris Private (Great Brak)   guypharris@worldonline.co.za 

Carel Venter George Municipality   carel@george.org.za 

Nicol Van Niekerk K&H Tikqua Projects 0824114998 nicol@mweb.co.za 

Zain Jumat DEADP: Coastal Management   zain.jumat@pgwc.gov.za 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Stakeholder contributions to the Vision (key words and phrases). 
 

Name Contributions to Vision (key words and phrases) 

Mary-Jane Boezak Save the trees; do not waste water; water quality. 

Mel Walton 
Conservation of sensitive areas (of intertidal zone); management of regulations (e.g. 
fines etc.) that guard our natural heritage. 

Sue Harris Responsible management; setback lines; protection 

Ted Harris 
Dynamic system / dynamic management; use "all aspects" instead if listing them 
individually (see GRNP Vision as example). 

Johann Strauss 
Easy access or all where each can partake in the activity if his/her choice without 
detriment to the environment. 

Anthony Jones Socio-economic benefits; amalgamation of different/diverse groups; optimal beneits. 

Lynne Thompson 
Effective conservation; responsibility; ambience; sense-of-place; effective enforcement 
of (and) legislation; custodians. 

Carel Venter All inclusive; sustainable; accessible. 

Jaco Barendse 

Preserve representative examples of habitats; viewshed in natural states; apply 
"sustainable" not only to environment but also economic and social benefits/activities; 
sensitivity for diverse users and uses and respect for diversity of social, spiritual, 
conservation and economic needs. 

Graham Savage Maintain existing ownership and usage rights granted by either law, deed or time. 

Clay Whittal 
Ensure that no development infringes on groups from access to these beach areas as is 
the case now. 

Guy Harris 

Sustainable management of natural resources; conservation for quality of life; realising 
the role of the coast in making Eden's coastal area a very liveable (desirable place to 
live in) / visitable (desirable place to visit) area and maintain it for relevance for future 
generations; recognize the contribution of the coast to the development of modern 
human behaviour (Pinnacle Point caves). 

Christine Ridge-Schnaufen 
Environmentally sustainable; protection of visual impact by buildings and developments; 
protection and maintenance of natural systems; important natural asset to benefit 
present and future generations. 

Keith Sharpe 
Social diversity; accessible to all; protected area; cultural heritage; valuable assets; 
environmentally sustainable; optimise social and environmental benefits. 
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APPENDIX III 
 

Stakeholder contribution to priority issues and strategies/solutions 
 

Name Issue Strategy/Solution 

Access to coastal zones 
Dealt with at Government level making sure 
environment is protected. 

Blue Flag beaches Education; use conservancies to manage. 

Rehabilitation of areas 
Municipalities to enforce rehabilitation; impact 
assessments; economic development. 

Sue Harris 

Setback lines Damage is owners responsibility/risk. 

Development 
Strict implementation of existing legislation and 
introduction of new legislation where necessary. 

Public access   

Angling/fishing/resource use 
Better policing; more stringent license requirements 
(perhaps coupled with compulsory education). 

Ted Harris 

Enforcement 
Appointment of volunteers/deputies (honorary 
rangers). 

Poor capacity to establish and manage 
coastal management areas. 

  

Guy Harris 
Maintaining a suitable quality of life / 
quality of environment. 

Capacity to manage and monitor; conflicting priorities 
resolved; economic development and sustainable 
livelihoods (within conservation framework). 

Conservation/education 
More conservation areas for public & children to enjoy 
with environmental education as the primary goal. 

Nicol Van Niekerk 

Public/government interaction 
An easier process to engage all government role 
players required (as seen from a private initiative 
perspective) to enable such projects. 

Public access Ensure roads; less boards and entrance fees. 

Socially/economically advantageous Involve community organizations. 

Pleasant surroundings Plan and build amenities. 

Economically sustainable   

Disaster management   

Town planning restrictions   

Environment conservation   

Keith Sharpe 

Enforcement   

Anthony Jones Tourism/recreation 
Action plan to benefit the previous disadvantage 
individuals; develop an economic strategy. 

Overfishing 
No-fishing marine reserves; employ inspectors to fine 
offenders; enforcement. 

Conservation areas 
Create areas where no human development is 
allowed (no roads, buildings etc.) only allow hiking, 
picnicking etc. 

Pollution of streams (sewerage 
overflows) 

Municipal sewerage - new systems. 

Not enough facilities for safe bathing Eco-friendly tidal pools. 

Mel Walton 

Blue flag beaches 
Establish more; monitor for clean river/sea water; 
appoint more life-guards. 
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Controlled access/right of access Free access documented by free permit. 

Zoning control over developed areas New zoning covers only undetermined areas. Graham Savage 

Rehabilitation/development/repairs Strict control by Municipality. 

Access Servitudes needed wherever possible. 

Illegal structures Remove structures. 

Pollution 
Control pollution; no dumping sewerage into 
sea/estuaries; no littering. 

Clay Whittal 

Blue flag beaches   

Access to beaches Access through private property 

Policing Need to enforce existing laws. 
Johan Strauss 

Development 
Should have a road between high-water mark and 
development. 

Sensitive areas New proclaimed listing of sensitive areas. 

Enforcement 
Effective enforcement of any rules/legislation (e.g. 
fishing inspectors do not police Victoria Bay for 
licenses or numbers (fish) taken. 

Dunes Dune areas need protection. 

Lynne Thompson 

Compliance/developments Strict adherence of laws for proposed developments. 

Illegal structures Utilize legislation; effective policing. 

Blue flag beaches/harbours 
Promote and expand through public/private 
partnership. 

Cumulative development effects 
Decision making to be less blinkered; consider 
cumulative effect. 

Christine Ridge-Schnaufer 

Corridors of biodiversity Create and preserve. 

Strip development in coastal zone and 
adjacent land 

Leave "green" spaces of representative vegetation 
through zonation/town planning. 

Communication of regulations et. Informative signage. 
Jaco Barendse 

Alien plants Municipal/private clearing. 

Bob Hopkin Economic development Private sector involvement. 
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MOSSEL BAY WORKSHOP 
Mossel Bay Town Hall; 11 April 2012; 18h00 

 
ATTENDANCE 
 
See Appendix I. 
 
PROCEEDINGS 
 
Vernon Gibbs-Halls (VG) welcomed everyone and introduced Aidan Wood (AW). AW then 
proceeded with the presentation (see attached presentation). Direct stakeholder input was 
required from the “Vision” section of the presentation (see Agenda) but a few queries were 
raised during the course of the first half of the presentation. 
 

• Flip Du Plessis (FP) queried setback lines; he said that a study in Hermanus had used a 
straight line instead of one following specific contours and this didn’t make sense. AW 
agreed and said that the Eden setback lines will be along contours and specific distances from 
shore depending on local conditions and coastline shape. Zain Jumat said the CMP must not 
concentrate on setback lines as it was Provinces’ responsibility – also the straight line 
approach was adopted in Overberg due to lack of data. AW said he was aware of this, but 
studies needed to be done so that sensitive areas were protected and high risk areas were 
identified. The CMP was also not restricted just to municipal responsibilities and it would, 
for example, call or Eden to put pressure on DEADP to carry out the required setback line 
studies. 

• Keith Muller (KM) asked how this CMP related to similar Provincial plans. ZJ explained that 
municipal CMPs must be consistent with Provincial and National programmes; problem is 
that neither Provincial nor National programmes have been done. AW said that there would 
be checks and balances, e.g. municipal review and MEC review, to ensure there were no 
serious contradictions with Provincial and National objectives. ZJ also said that as this was 
the first CMP it would likely be quite diverse, but it would become more refined after the 
initial 5-year review period. 

 

VISION 
 
AW explained what a Vision was and that one was required for the Eden coast; examples of the 
GRNP and Eden coastal strategy Visions were supplied and then stakeholders were requested to 
supply phrases or key words that they would like to see included in the Vision.. AW explained 
that he would draft a Vision based on these from all six workshops and that stakeholders could 
comment on it when the draft CMP was made available. 
 
See Appendix II for stakeholder input with respect to the Vision. 
 

COASTAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
 
AW provided a list of what he considered to be the Coastal Management Objectives and 
requested stakeholders to comment on the list and suggest additions/amendments. 
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• ZJ queries where the inclusion of by-laws to implement the CMP would fit into the 
objectives; AW said this would fall under institutional arrangements and perhaps also 
compliance/enforcement. 

• Economic development could perhaps include fish farms (aquaculture). 

• KM said he thought the cultural and heritage objective was too broad and needed to refer to 
specific features in Mossel Bay. AW said these were the broad objectives and specific issues 
or features would be included at the next level down. It was however clear that in terms of 
coastal resources the municipality needed to increase their efforts. 

• FP said that if the Sustainable Livelihoods objective included the people who stripped the 
rocks of mussels then it needed to be addressed. 

 

PRIORITY MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
 
AW explained that issues would be dealt with via Management Action Plans that would detail 
required actions, applicable legislation, mandate, timeframes, cost and performance indicators. 
AW requested that stakeholders provide up to 5 coastal management issues they considered to be 
a priority and to provide a solution. 
 
See Appendix III for stakeholder input with regards issues and solutions. 
 

PUBLIC ACCESS 
 
AW explained the right of access in terms of the act and also explained the circumstances under 
which access to the coastal public property could be restricted or denied.  
 

• General consensus is that public access to swimming and fishing spots is increasingly being 
reduced. KM said places like Pinnacle Point, Gwannagat and Mossel Bay golf course were of 
particular concern – i.e. historical access now being denied. 

• Although not an access issue, KM mentioned that there was discrimination in dealing with 
race groups, e.g. whites allowed to drink and litter in public along beach front during Buffalo 
Rally but coloureds are not allowed to!  

• The issue at Gouritsmond was raised; members of the public claim a prescriptive right to 
access the seashore and this was now being denied; AW said that ORV Regulations 
superceded any prescriptive right and they could still access by foot but not by vehicle. 

• Other sites of concern include Nautilus Bay, Ballotts Bay and the new Paradise Bay 
development. In most cases, approval for developments had conditions that required them to 
allow continued public access and this appeared to be ignored. AW said an audit of RODs 
would be required and compliance would need to be enforced. 

• KM again said that access (e.g. Mossel Bay golf club) used to be guaranteed through the old 
ANC council via Nico Lodewyks, but now under the DA acess were no longer assured. Also 
at Voorbaai, fishermen used to access the coast via the old Langeberg bruggie and now they 
are excluded. 

• Elona Birch said that almost every house at Dana Bay had their own private footpath to the 
beach and these were not managed so erosion and littering was a problem. 
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• It was decided not to continue asking stakeholders to indicate where public access sites were 
located, as areas were generally mentioned and specific sites were not being identified. 

 

WAY FORWARD 
 
See relevant slide in attached presentation. 
 

GENERAL DISUSSSION 
 

• Claude Appels (CA) said that the Khoi people (community) needed to be involved and this 
was not possible if the second workshop was held in the Town Hall – they do not have 
transport. How do community members from Groot Brak and Power Town get here. He 
claimed that the process was excluding them and that only an exclusive group was in 
attendance. Despite AW saying that advertising was extensive CA said it needed to be 
broadcast on radio and a meeting held where community members could attend. There would 
be criticism and delays if the next workshop was in the town hall. 

• Jerohme Kannemeyer (JK) said they are trying to “Green” their people and excluding them 
does not help. 

• CA suggested that the next workshop should be at De Almeida community hall and he would 
ensure members from other communities would be there.  

• AW said he was concerned that some stakeholders would not travel to De Almeida for a 
meeting and that changing venues had finanial implications and the budget was tight; there 
ay, however, be an option of tapping into Mossel Bay funds set aside for their CMP (which 
they no loner have to do). 

• KM said he took exception to AW’s comments and that AW assumed on everyone’s behalf 
that they would not attend a community venue. He supported CA’s call for a change of 
venue. When AW suggested two meetings, KM, CA and JK were offended, accusing AW of 
apartheid-type tendencies and left the meeting. AW asked VG to take over the meeting and 
left the hall to speak with them (the issue was resolved and all agreed there had been a 
misunderstanding and that everyone had overreacted; AW will meet with KM, JK and CA 
over the week-end to discuss a way forward, but in the interim it was agreed that the venue 
for the next workshop would remain at the Town Hall). 

• ZJ stressed that the process needed to be transparent and representative and that all 
communities needed to be heard. This was never in question and AW and VG were confident 
that the existing approach could work with a few minor adjustments. 

 

CLOSE 
 
AW then thanked everyone for their time and the workshop was closed at 20h15. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Attendance at the Eden CMP workshop (Mossel Bay Town Hall);11 April 2012; 18h00 
 

Name Affiliation Phone E-mail 

Aidan Wood EFA/Rhodes 0828694939 tagfish@telkomsa.net 

Vernon Gibbs-Halls Eden District Municipality 0726705108 gibbs@edendm.co.za 

Giggs Nagy Town Planner (ATKV) 0836000025 boston@pixieco.za 

Zain Jumat DEADP: Coastal Management 021 4832889 zain.jumat@pgwc.gov.za 

J.B. Pieterse MidBrak Conservancy 0824687015 bukscorne@mweb.co.za 

J.F.L. Nel MidBrak Conservancy 0832353818 frikn@mweb.co.za 

Jan Ellis Pansy Villas Body Corporate Chair 0832833831 ellisjan@absamail.co.za 

P. Myburgh Mossel Bay Municipality 0828528639 pmyburgh@mosselbay.gov.za 

Helen Leibel Gourikwa Conservancy 0825767749   

TommyJoubert Gourikwa Conservancy 0824487991 tommy@easycoms.co.za 

A. Birch Danabaai Conservancy 044 6981880 bircha@absamail.co.za 

Elona Birch Danabaai Conservancy 044 6981880   

Colin Edwards Mossel Bay (Tourism/Business) 0825619757 mamalindie@absamail.co.za 

Pieter Viljoen M.B. Erfenis (FotoXpo) 0839747577   

Steve Denny Southern Cape Shore Angling 0833255051 steve@mbroofing.co.za 

E.H. Enslin Private 0824567651 elienslin@gmail.com 

J.G. Van Zyl Homeowner; Gouritsmond 0832718864 jangvanzyl@telkomsa.net 

Francois Hanekom TRIA Consulting 0824451998 fenhhan@absamail.co.za 

Claude Appels Southern Cape Khoi Council 0793872842 cld.appels@gmail.com 

Keith F. Muller Open Door Opportunities Co-Op 0787089241 keithmuller40@yahoo.com 

Roland Scholtz Fransmanshoek Conservancy 0820842791 ranger@fransmanshoek.co.za 

Marcel Van Zyl Fransmanshoek Conservancy   leucas25@gmail.com 

Gail and Nick  Walker Private 044 6303329 nwalke@telkomsa.net 

Danie Smit Private 0828359110 dsgreat@yebo.co.za 

Werner Koek ATKV Hartenbos 0823725874 wernerk@atkv.org.za 

Rhenia Niemand St. Blaize Conservancy 0833243875 niemandia@telkomsa.net 

Maria Van Wyk ECIR 0761265907   

Jerohme Kannemeyer GWEC 0739509827   

Warren Manuel Mossel Bay Municipality     

Flip Du Plessis DA Councillor 0733948006 flipcecelia@telkomsa.net 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Stakeholder contributions towards the Vision (key words and phrases). 
 

Name Contributions to Vision (key words and phrases) 

Helen Leibel 

Protected as a unique and significant natural area; education very NB; economic and 
social activity should not be considered as important as protecting the coast (animals, 
plants and sea life); building and development as it is happening at the moment should 
be strictly monitored and the hidden plans of developers should be recognized and 
action taken; insufficient control; trawling at night close to coast. 

Elona Birch Conserve natural resources; anti-pollution (industrial and recreational). 

Unknown Allow SA citizens recreational use of the area; free unrestricted recreational acess. 

Marcel Van Zyl Biodiversity conservation; social-economic-environmental impacts; public ownership. 

Giggs Nagy Sustainable development. 

Unknown Conservation; symbiotic; natural resources; sustainable, economic; viable. 

J.F.L. Nel Responsible. 

Unknown Manage in sustainable manner recognizing the economic an social benefits. 

Unknown 
Recognizing the coastal zone as a unique, significant, natural asset; management - 
innovative and integrate ensuring a environmentally sustainable functioning of the 
natural system; optimizing the economic benefit (this is the destructive part - NB). 

Francois Hanekom 

To do the utmost to conserve and protect  the coastal zone as a unique asset; ensure 
environmental sustainability for the benefit (to be shared by) all socio-economic strata of 
the diverse population of Eden and visitors to the region; open up the coastal zone for 
unsurpassed environmental education (not only for the youth). 

Tommy Joubert A unique natural asset to be restored and saved for present and future generations. 

Jerohme Kannemeyer 
Participation (inclusive of black and coloured communities); inclusive of people in poor 
communities living in squatter areas (e.g. Powertown and Sonskyn Valley); Vision must 
speak to and for them. 

Keith Muller 
Refer to disadvantaged communities; include black, coloured and disabled persons; 
access to the sea being prohibited by golf and private estates. 

Gail Walker 
Mosaic; diverse; unique and significant natural asset; inclusive of all natural, cultural, 
diverse, biospheres and human development. 

Nick Walker Natural systems and cultural resources. 

Claude Appels 
Landscapes; cultural heritage (Khoi); sustainable coastal tourism; economic 
development; social integration. 

Rhenia Niemand 
Awareness; biodiversity leaders; natural assets; preserving and conserving our rich 
biodiversity. 

Elie Enslin 
Recognizing existing rights; educate community to understand and buy-in the 
programme and its proposals; accept responsibilities; respect towards nature and 
human needs; balance interests and needs. 

Warren Manuel 
Responsibility of individual landowners to ensure that their actions on their land does 
not adversely affect the environment; responsible management of the coast is based on 
very real safety concerns (protection of lives and property). 

Roland Scholtz 
Existing one for the Eden Coastal Management Strategy is perfect - captures all 
important aspects. 

Unknown 
Unique; environmentally sustainable; optimize economic benefits; taking into account all 
the role players; benefit the people of Eden. 

Unknown Preservation of irreplaceable heritage sites, structures and information. 
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APPENDIX III 
 

Stakeholder contribution to priority issues and strategies/solutions 
 

Name Issue Strategy/Solution 

Helen Leibel Access points   

Pollution (noise and rubbish)   

Alien vegetation Introduce indigenous vegetation. 

Poaching Plan seeding etc. for scarce resources. 

Pets (dogs, feral cats, horses)   

Nick Walker 

Mossel Bay Harbour Allow access 

Pollution 
Stop sewerage and waste being dumped in the sea 
and on beaches at Dana Bay; encourage more beach 
clean-ups and use to educate the youth. 

Alien vegetation Clear. Plant milkwoods at beaches for shade. 

Noise 
Plant indigenous vegetation at beaches so weed-
eaters need not be used. 

Enforcement 

Check licenses on a regular basis; too much taken 
and then wasted (e.g. octopus); also enforce basic 
beach regulations (no drinking, littering, loud noise 
etc.). 

Gail Walker 

Need to list what can be done and not 
always what can't be done. 

Bird hides and observation posts; pets allowed on 
beaches at certain times (owners to clean up); horses 
allowed back on beach at Mossel Bay (more peaceful 
and better to watch than aimless jet-skis) 

Biosdiversity protection 
Create breeding areas for sealife where no fishing 
activities be allowed. 

Tourism/planning 
Clarify what would be a desirable tourism facility to be 
allowed within 100m of the HWM. 

EIA procedure 
Speed up EIA studies and make it more affordable for 
all. 

Education 
Educate on a National basis how important it is to 
restore our natural resource and manage it in a 
manner that will be saved for future generations. 

Unknown 

Enforcement 
Get public to assist the authority to police the coastal 
resources. 

Water quality (sea)   

Public access   

Fish farming (future issue)   

Griqua land claim close to Robberg   

Integration of management (SANParks 
and CapeNature 

  

Enlarge capacity - job creation   

Francois Hanekom 

Fishery protection   

Pedestrian walkways/hiking trails   

Parking along beaches   
P. Myburgh 

Allow municipality to maintain 
sewerage/water infrastructure outlets on 
the beaches. 
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Horse riding on beaches 
Concessions for tour operators for certain areas or 
specific times of the year. 

Roland Scholtz 
Rezoning of land within coastal 
protection zone 

Restrict rezoning and sub-division of (specifically) 
agricultural land. 

Industrial and public/recreation pollution Control. 

Erosion Control. 

Alien vegetation Control. 
Unknown 

Enforcement of recreational users.   

Enforcement 
Convince authorities of importance; must prioritize 
(e.g. fines are ludicrous in relation to offences). 

Public awareness (heritage) Educate public of importance of heritage resources. Unknown 

Future generations 
Attract youth by making conservation/education 
interesting. 

Erosion and accretion 
Educate owners on when and how to protect their 
properties. 

Setback lines 
Educate landowners of legal implications surrounding 
restrictions on activities within setback or flood lines; 
land may become a liability. 

Access Particularly adjacent to exclusive developments. 

Cummulative impacts of offshore 
industrial activity on ocean. 

  

Warren Manuel 

Institutional capacity 
Ensure that municipal spatial planning and land-use 
management policies are able to adapt to implement 
the CMP. 

Flooding Setback lines. 

Illegal activities Policing. 

Dune stability Prevention. 
J.F.L. Nel 

Sanitation Provide. 

Departmental cooperation 
Coordinate National, provincial, district and local 
efforts. 

Non-compliance with legislation (e.g. 
Mossel Bay Municipality and flooding 
due to non-compliance with Disaster 
Risk Management Act. 

Ensure compliance. 

Culturally approved harvesting permits   

Enforcement Improve at all levels of government. 

J.B. Pieterse 

Coastal development.   

Dogs on recreational beaches   

Horses on Mossel Bay beaches   

Commercial seal tours   

SCUBA tours   

Commercial sea kayaking   

Unknown 

Whale and dolphin watching   

Jerohme Kannemeyer Public access   

Public access Allow and maintain access infrastructure. 

Beaches 
Expand existing beaches in accordance with increase 
of tourists. 

Economic growth Encourage, don't stifle 

Elie Enslin 

Ecosystem change 
Accept dominance of natural ecosystem changes in 
urban areas. 
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Conservation Mitigate activities within reason to conserve nature. 

 
 
 

Access to the sea   

Cultural occupancy   

Economic empowerment for 
disadvantaged 

  

Poaching   

Representation Need representative structure. 

Unknown 

Communication of Draft CMP 
Devise method to communicate and disseminate Draft 
CMP to all. 

Access to land   

Cultural respect   

Robberg caves and graves   

Kaimans Gat and Mossel Bay caves   

Indigenous plants   

History of Khoi people   

Claude Appels 

Conserve Vis Wywers   

Illegal activities More staff needed to control. 

Driving on restricted areas More policing. Unknown 

Intertidal sea life diminished.   

Safety   

Access Create more. 

Pollution Clean and tidy. 

Tourism   

Jan Ellis 

Existing rights Recognize. 

Access 
Access through private developments (municipality to 
intervene and engage body corprorates etc.). 

Marine reserves 
Create more to protect specific reef areas for territorial 
fish. 

Enforcement Additional manpower needed (National funds). 

Steve Denny 

Kob protection 
Closed season for breeding or maximum size to 
preserve breeding stocks (as for other species e.g. 
shad and galjoen). 

Harvesting of resources 
Inherited licenses or commercial exploitation of 
mussels and oysters needs to be reviewed. 

Conservation 
Expanding private developments into conservation 
and/or admiralty areas enforce and restore); protect 
primary dunes from erosion and development. 

Pets on beaches Allow people and their pets (dogs) on beaches. 

Flip Du Plessis; Aleck and 
Ilona Birch 

Compliance 

Enforcement of recreational fishing licenses at sea 
and on the shore; patrol coastline to prevent illegal 
commercial fishing; patrols to prevent vessels 
cleaning at sea (pollutes beaches). 
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Pollution 

Investigate and force clean-up of acid and benzene 
spills into Blinde River by Petro-SA; investigate outfall 
pipeline offshore; stop municipality dumping  
sewerage into sea (brown outfall on beaches). 

Noise pollution Banning sale of fireworks and setting off at sea. 

Erosion 
Prevent stormwater runoff erosion of beaches and 
dunes (Dana Bay). 

EIAs EIAs on existing structures is DUMB!!!! 

Recreation (hang gliders) 
Curtail hang gliders, especially where birds breed in 
conservancies. 

Access Curb private access routes in Dana Bay Conservancy. 

Vehicles on beach 
Curtail use of police vehicles on beaches (especially 
Sundays and holidays). 

 

Encroachment on dunes 
Prevent properties from encroaching on primary 
dunes. 
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STILBAY WORKSHOP 
Melhoutfontein Community Hall; 12 April 2012; 18h00 

 
ATTENDANCE 
 
See Appendix I. 
 
PROCEEDINGS 
 
Vernon Gibbs-Halls (VG) welcomed everyone and introduced Aidan Wood (AW). AW then 
proceeded with the presentation (see attached presentation). Direct stakeholder input was 
required from the “Vision” section of the presentation (see Agenda) but a few queries were 
raised during the course of the first half of the presentation. 
 

• John Gear (JG) requested a definition of the coast at the start; AW said this would be 
provided in one of the next slides. 

• How is the 100 m protection zone measured? AW said from the High Water Mark – from the 
mark at spring high tide, excluding extreme events such as storm surges. 

 

VISION 
 
AW explained what a Vision was and that one was required for the Eden coast; examples of the 
GRNP and Eden coastal strategy Visions were supplied and then stakeholders were requested to 
supply phrases or key words that they would like to see included in the Vision.. AW explained 
that he would draft a Vision based on these from all six workshops and that stakeholders could 
comment on it when the draft CMP was made available. 
 
See Appendix II for stakeholder input with respect to the Vision. 
 

COASTAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
 
AW provided a list of what he considered to be the Coastal Management Objectives and 
requested stakeholders to comment on the list and suggest additions/amendments. 
 

• Henry Van Der Hoven (HV) asked whether pollution was covered; AW said it was part of 
the Water Quality objective. 

• John Willemse (JW) asked whether water quality included groundwater as there were issues 
with the freshwater springs all along the estuary that supply Stilbay but also needed to supply 
the estuary. There was concern about the pressure on groundwater resources due to future 
developments. AW said this was an issue that should be covered under the Goukou Estuary 
Management Plan. Stakeholders were uncertain if this was the case; AW to follow up with 
Lara Van Niekerk (LV) at CSIR. VG also gave his word that he would pursue the Goukou 
estuary plan to ensure it was completed as Eden and Hessequa had invested time and money. 

• Allison Bryant (AB) asked which plan superceded which; AW said the CMP superceded the 
estuary plan but that the estuary plan would be an integral part of the CMP. 
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• Naas Palmer (NP) said that the sewerage treatment at Jongensfontein was on top of one of 
the freshwater springs and this was a concern. 

• Karel Fourie (KF) asked where public access fitted in the objectives; AW said under 
recreation, land use and possibly compliance as well. It was suggested that due to its 
importance amongst stakeholders, Public Access be added as a separate objective; AW said 
this would be done. 

• Under Institutional Arrangements, John Gear (JG) said funding for organs of state to perform 
their duties and increase capacity needed to be highlighted. 

 
PRIORITY MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
 
AW explained that issues would be dealt with via Management Action Plans that would detail 
required actions, applicable legislation, mandate, timeframes, cost and performance indicators. 
AW requested that stakeholders provide up to 5 coastal management issues they considered to be 
a priority and to provide a solution. 
 
See Appendix III for stakeholder input with regards issues and solutions. See Appendix IV for 
contribution from Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie. 
 

PUBLIC ACCESS 
 
AW explained the right of access in terms of the act and also explained the circumstances under 
which access to the coastal public property could be restricted or denied.  
 

• AB requested clarification on coastal public property; AW apologized for causing confusion 
and referring to the “generic” coastal zone and explained the extent of the coastal public 
property again. 

• On request, AW also explained the issue of access when private property was involved – 
landowners have rights and the Municipality would need to enter into negotiations if access 
across private land was being considered. 

• A general question was on how the River/Estuarine Interface was determined; AW explained 
and asked whether they were not aware of the extent of the Goukou from the EMP. Although 
some appeared not to be aware, Jean Du Plessis (JD) said there was a point indicated on the 
estuary zonation map. 

• Muller Horn (MH) asked where the REI was on the Gouritz; AW said he would need to 
check the EMP, but was sure it was indicated a few km above the bridge on the zonation 
map, with the extreme reach being at the Kranze at spring equinox without any freshwater 
flow. AW will confirm with the EMP and check with LV who has done salinity monitoring. 

• F.C. Carelse requested that the allowable methods of access be explained in Afrikaans; AW 
said that access could be at formally proclaimed access sites (coastal access land) either by 
foot or boat (at slipways). Use of a vehicle was strictly forbidden under the ORV Regulations 
unless exemption was applied or and granted. 

• Boetie Horn (BH) asked what happened when the sea flooded a proclaimed road – could it 
still be used or was It considered driving in the coastal zone? AW said this was usually due to 
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extreme events and as such did not constitute what is defined as the coast, so driving was still 
permitted (at your own risk). 

• JD pointed out that there were large sections of the coast (up to 30 km stretches) where there 
was no public access and the municipality needed to be tasked under the CMP to look at new 
access points as matter of priority. 

• AB requested clarification of what to do when people used the area on the estuary in front of 
her house and was of the opinion that her property extended to the middle of the estuary. AW 
said this was highly unlikely (not allowed under the Seashore Act of 1935) and she should 
confirm her boundary – probably the HWM; people had the right to access the bank from the 
estuary as long as they did not trespass above the HWM. Rhett Hiseman (RH) also said she 
should consider fencing to not only keep people out, but to prevent her cattle from accessing 
the estuary bank. 

• AW explained that new access across private lands in the form of public access servitudes 
would need to be negotiated and part of a more detailed public process. HV said he still had a 
problem with the concept of proclaiming access servitudes across private land and requested 
guidelines – there was up to 12km of estuary frontage that had no public access due to 
private property. AB also requested clarification; AW said this would be provided in the 
CMP. 

• KF said if vehicles were not allowed to park in the coastal public property, then proper 
parking facilities were needed at access sites – people were not prepared to park on public 
roads (e.g. Gouritsmond) as it was not safe. 

• Willem Botha (WB) suggested the CMP needed to first identify all existing access sites then 
take it from there; AW agreed and said this was already being considered. 

• BH asked how the 1 000 m rural coastal protection zone affected riparian landowners; AW 
said as long as existing activities were legal they would not be affected and if they wished to 
undertake additional activities then an EIA would be required it was likely that strict 
conditions would be applied; it was important to understand that activities would not be 
totally excluded, just that more rigid conditions would apply in order to protect sensitive 
coastal habitat. 

• BH further indicated that there was no public access between Stilbaai and Gouritzmond and 
the CMP needed to address this. 

• JG said public access and parking were only half the problem, pollution and ablution 
facilities also needed to be considered; AW said the municipality were responsible for 
managing access sites – included litter but not sure about ablution facilities. 

• Faan Muller said that houses at Jongensfontein were being damaged by the sea, and the 
recreation area was being eroded. VG explained that the municipality was not responsible 
and that homeowners could apply to DEADP for authorization to rehabilitate or reinforce – 
they would need an EIA and would need to fund it themselves. WB said that if municipal 
infrastructure was also being damaged was it not possible for them to take the lead and put in 
a joint application. VG said it was possible, but funding responsibilities would still need to be 
determined. 

• John Willemse (JW) reminded VG about the dune issues at Stilbay and how the municipality 
had spent money to protect the properties – was this n ot the same as the sea damage at 
Jongensfontein? Shagon Carelse would need to follow up on the precedent and legal aspects. 
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WAY FORWARD 
 
See relevant slide in attached presentation. It was suggested that an additional meeting for the 2nd 
series of workshops be held in Albertinia as most of the community there used the coast in the 
Stilbay/Gourits area. AW said it was a good idea.  
 
F.C. Carelse requested that the CMP be made available in Afrikaans; AW and VG agreed and 
said they would try secure additional funds to translate the CMP. 
 

GENERAL DISUSSSION 
 

• AB said she thought the Vision was the most important as it would guide all efforts, 
including municipal efforts, public amenities, use of river banks etc.  

• Chris Cronje (CC) from Grootfontein farm requested that the turning area for the skiing on 
the Goukou be moved further upstream where it is wider. At the moment the existing area 
causes large wake waves that are eroding the banks and reducing the grazing area for 
livestock. AW said this must be done by the EMP, but they were not aware of whether it had 
been dealt with; another issue to follow up with LV. 

• JG was concerned that the coastal committee AW had mentioned would not function mainly 
due to lack of formal recognition and funding and not being able to support members’ costs. 
AW assured JG that the envisaged committee would be an expansion of the current GRI 
committee being run by Eden and it would be funded and formally recognized. 

• Pieter Franzsen said it was a problem that the absentee homeowners were not represented as 
they often had the most to complain about even though they only used the area over holidays 
or some weekends. AW said they had advertised extensively and even then it was not 
possible to include everyone. Despite efforts there were always flaws in the public 
participation orocess; for the second series of workshops there will be notices in the 
municipal accounts so that all ratepayers have the opportunity to participate. 

• AB said something needed to be done about the harbour – it was derelict and an eyesore. 
Public works was dragging its heels and there was massive potential or tourism development; 
AW said the CMP would promote private investment and perhaps the Stilbay harbour could 
be earmarked for development. 

 

CLOSE 
 
AW then thanked everyone for their time and the workshop was closed at 20h30. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Attendance at the Eden CMP workshop 
 (Stilbay; Melhoutfontein Community Hall;12 April 2012; 18h00) 

 

Name Affiliation Phone E-mail 

Aidan Wood EFA/Rhodes 0828694939 tagfish@telkomsa.net 

Vernon Gibbs-Halls Eden District Municipality 0726705108 gibbs@edendm.co.za 

Makwarela Matshili DEADP: Coastal Management 021 4838104   

Karel Fourie Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie 0836596700 gwenfourie@yahoo.com 

Frikkie Beytell Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie 0762044868 beytell.frikkie@gmail.com 

Johan Oosthuizen Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie 0722505196 rivierstraat@gmail.com 

B.R. Meyer Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie 0812704084 bernsue1@gmail.com 

J.J. Pieterse Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie 0822919439   

H. Van Der Hoven Goukou River Property Owners Ass. 0824532467   

Hentie Schumann Stilbaai Bewaringstrust 0825958456 schuhentie@gmail.com 

Hardie Brink Goukou River Property Owners Ass. 0829560089 gjbrink@vodamail.co.za 

John Gear Goukou River Property Owners Ass.   jjgear@easycoms.co.za 

Pieter Franzsen Gouritz Bewaringstrust     

Willem F. Botha Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve   willembotha@easycoms.co.za 

J.J. Valentyn Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie 028 7352445   

F. C. Carelse Albertinia Besorgde Inwoners Vereniging 0784774282   

D. Prins Gouritz Boot en Hengel Assosiasie 0846263562   

Ian Conradie Stilbaai MH7 028 7522443   

Andre Visagie Stilbaai / Melhoutfontein 0718972289   

Peter Kleynhans Palmietslot 27 Melkhoutfontein 0826838295   

Eunice Conradie Rooipitjie Weg 34 Melkhoutfontein 0720283267   

Bradley Hartnick Bellmanstratt 4 Melkhoutfontein 0788644726   

Muller Horn Farmer - Gouritsmond 0847111657   

J.G. Boetie Horn Farmer - Gouritsmond 028 7351921   

Faan Muller Jongensfontein Inwoner 028 7558009   

Allison Bryant Goukou River Property Owners Ass. 0832709345 abryant@mweb.co.za 

Chris Cronje Grootfontein Plaas Stilbaai 028 7541624   

Naas Palmer Jongensfontein Inwoner 0826300230 total@pilditch.co.za 

Shagon Carelse Hessequa Municipality   shagon@hessequa.gov.za 

John Willemse Stilbaai Belangeforum   willemsej@vodamail.co.za 

Rhett Hiseman CapeNature 0827719107 rhiseman@capenature.co.za 

Willie Welman Stilbaai Angling Club (Chairman) 0825607827 sbmakelaars@telkomsa.net 

Hennie Brand Stilbaai Angling Club (Captain) 0828099297 hennie@vikingfisheries.co.za 

Jean De Villiers CapeNature (Stilbay MPA) 0824962522 jduplessis@capenature.co.za 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Stakeholder contributions to the Vision. 
 

Name Contributions to Vision (key words and phrases) 

David Prins Open access to the sea. 

Shagon Carelse 
Retain sense of place or future generation; sustainable use of resources; fair coastal 
access to all; protect cultural heritage; integrated resource use; economic & social 
benefits to all. 

Makwarela Matshili 
To provide guidance on how to utilize coastal environment and its resources without 
over-utilizing it; saving it for the future generation. 

Ian Conradie 
Skoner strande; plek vir jongmense (meer jeug aktiewiteite); meer werk vir matrikulante; 
bou van huise; goeie dienste van polisie. 

Bradley Hartnick 
Ontwikkel plaaslike hawe wat tans 'n wit olifant is sodat dit die plaaslike gemeenskap 
boot; mense in plek om die kuslyn te eskerm. 

J.J. Pieterse Oopstel van hengel geriewe; bewaring van kuslyn; vakansie plekke oopstel. 

Fred Carelse 
Toegang vir almal; sal ook a gemeenskap vergardering of 29 April aanspreek en insette 
per  faks stuur. 

Allison Bryant 
Sustainable resources that support community torurism, business etc.; informed 
information; environmentally sustainable; optimizing of economic and social benefits; 
Eden Integerated Coastal vision is good. 

John Gear 

Alien free; regulated but not over-regulated; enabling vision rather than restrictive; 
culturally sensitive; tourist friendly; accommodate various needs and expectations; 
"green"/sustainable; use of alternate energy sources; promoting new agricultural 
priorities; pro-development that is compatible with sustainability; needs aesthetic 
dimension; promotion of non-motorized water sport; pet friendly rather than pet 
exclusive; zoned to accommodate a variety of recreational options; strict adherence to 
guidelines provided by SDF, GOPs etc; dynamic to accommodate changing 
circumstance; clear position on fracking, oil exploration; developments which are labour 
intensive and job-creating; inclusive of aspirations of historically disadvantaged; 
protective of current agricultural ambiance. 

Hardie Brink 

Protect all forms of life for future generations; maintain utilization of natural resources in 
a sustainable manner; not infringe on private property in unfair manner; allow all users 
of natural environment (landowners and non-landowners) fair access to 
environment/resources in sustainable manner; programme not set in stone - adaptable, 
living and continuous process. 

Henry van der Hoven 
To effectively and on an ongoing basis manage all of the natural and man-made 
resources with the Eden Coastal Zone to ensure the longevity of it all by the 
participation of all interested and affected parties for the benfit of all in Eden. 

John Willemse 

Bewaar/behou die eco-stelsel; verskaf toegang vir publiek om dit te waardeer; 
volhoubare benutting; voorkom negatiewe invloede; stel probleme wat reeds bestaan 
reg; 'n optimaal funksionerende omgewing wat sover moontlik aan die publiek se 
behoeftes voldoen. 

Frikkie Beytell 

Kustoegang; bewaring van mariene spesies; estetiese bewaring; unieke strukture; 
ontspanning en toerisme; opvoeding va mense; wetstoepassing; vergemaklik in 
toeganglike areas; maklike rampbestuur in bebiede wat toeganklik is; skending van kus 
moet ten alle koste verhoed word deur skelm optrede. 

J.J. Valentyn 
Ek soek toegang net om deur te gaan na die see; ek soek geen probleem met toegang 
onder 100 m merk. 

Naas Palmer 

Beheer van beskadiging aan huise en kultuur duer die see by Jongensontein; beheer 
van strand erosie; besekerm publieke eiendom;  stren beplanning en beher van 
ontwikkeling; onwettige bouery langs kus; beskerming van stap roetes langs kus; 
ontbreeking van plantegroei op sand duine - duine word onwettig platgestoot; 
beskerming van fontein onderaardse water na sommige ontwikkelings (spesifiek 
Jongensfontein). 
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Rhett Hiseman 

Sustainable use areas; integrated protected areas with recreational zones; protection of 
estuaries and marine systems; developments (controlled); beach zone (no structures 
e.g. gabions); dune systems must be functional; series of MPAs under a stewardship 
programme. 

Johan Oosthuizen 

Onbelemmerde toegang aan pbliek na kuslyn/kussones; implimentering van wet; 
beskermde kusgebied; beskerming van mense regte; toepassing van by-wette op grond 
baronne; genot om kus te geniet sonder viktimisering deur persone; streng toepassing 
en beskeriming van natur; geen bou en verwoesting van kussones. 

Chris Crone 
Change ski-zone in river so boats  turn further upstream to stop bank erosion; removal 
of supertube from river even though it wasn't in the way of the flow?? 

Willem Botha 
n Area waarbinne volhoubare geskied tot voordeel van die inwoners en die omgewing 
met 'n balans tussen benutting vir ekonomiese, kulturele, sosiale en bewarings doelwitte 
van mense, dier en plant. 

Pieter Franzsen 
Volhoubaarheid; toeganglikheid viralmal; unieke; bewaaringswaardige; natuurlike bate 
wat benut word op 'n wyse wat dit vir die nageslag behou sal laat bly. 

B.R. Meyer 

Kustoegang vir publiek baie belangrik; staproeteslangs die see; opstelling van 
hengelplekke; bewaring van die natuur; beperking van ontwikkelin; beskerming van 
broei kolonies van voel spesies; beskering van kultuur erfenis; skepping van 'n rustige 
atmosfeer waar mense kan ontspan en die natuur geniet. 

Karel Fourie 
Integrated protected area; accessible to the public; to be developed in such a way to 
ensure conservation of public property for future generations while optimizing the social 
and economic benefits. 
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APPENDIX III 
 

Stakeholder contribution to priority issues and strategies/solutions 

Name Issue Strategy/Solution 

Nuwe riool stelses moet opgerig word want die 
huidige ene besoedel die fontein wat water aan 
Jongensfontein voorsien (lekkende septiese tanks en 
riool damme in opvang gebied). 

Wetgewing vir die sink van numwe boorgate asook 
monitering van bestaande boorgate; 'n radius moet 
bepaal word en water regte van boorgate mag nie aan 
munisipaliteit verkoop word nie. 

Bewaring van Jongensfontein se fontein 
water. 

Geen nuwe ontwinkkelings van woongebiede binne a 
spesifieke radius van Jongensfontein (nie genoeg 
water). 

Over-exploitation of resources 
Polisiering van onwettige aktiwiteite (b.v. uithall van 
alikreukel en oesters) veral gedurende vakansie tyd. 

Erosion 
Voorkoming van brander erosie deur annabring van 
mure of dolosse. 

Housing 
Polisiering van onwettige huise (meer as toelaatbare 
nommer) - zoning contraventions? 

Naas Palmer 

Inshore trawling Visserbote naby aan die kus met sleepnette. 

Public Access 
Limited, controlled public access to properties (farms) 
along the estuary (river) from the river (Goukou). 

Development zoning 
Review coastal zoning range for properties/farms 
along the Goukou estuary river. 

No fishing zoning 

Review the "No fishing" classification of the Goukou 
River; research is needed to justify a sensible 
classification of what fishing can/cannot be allowed 
(will improve tourism)_. 

Henry van der Hoven 

Pollution 
Control needed along Goukou river, the sea and 
beach. 

Access through private property.   

Land-use 
Clarify the 5 m contour issue to demarcate estuary 
and allowable land-use. 

Segmented protected area 
Make protected area continuous and control river 
usage by ski-boats and fishermen/ 

Hardie Brink 

Sense of place Maintain. 

Toesig oor bote of riviere   

Water quantity 
Beheer uitrekking van vars water langs riviere 
(volhoudbaar). 

Alien vegetation Doen weg et indringende bome. 

Vehicles Beheer vierwiel voertuie. 

Unknown 

Disaster management Hessequa needs disaster management plan. 

Compliance 
Hundreds of illegal structures, roads, seawalls etc. 
along the coast (CapeNature has data - GPS, photos 
etc.). 

Pollution 
Pollution from municipal sewerage plants inland - 
upgrade. 

Rhett Hiseman 

Illegal and uncontrolled fishing Increase capacity (more compliance officers). 
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Encroaching dune systems 
Municipalities to pay out affected homeowners. Too 
much municipal funds (public money) spent only on a 
few people; huge cost implications. 

 
 
 

Alien vegetation Eradicate. 

Access Access and control over access to the coast. 

Blue flag beaches   
Willem Botha 

Recreation   

Stilbaai Wes sandstrand 
Betonstrukke onder huise binne die hoogwatermerk - 
geen algemene voorskrifte deur munisipaliteit, so 
alles is verskillend. 

Ontwikkelings 
Streek tussen Goukou mond en Morrispunt het baie 
onooglike dele en ondeurdagte ontwikkelings. 

Hentie Schumann 

Onwettige aktiwiteite 
B.v. Platstoot van primere sand duine in Stilbaai Oos - 
word jare lank toegelaat en nie aangespreek nie. 

Coastal access   

Funding for all identified priority areas   

Capacity to deal with priority areas   

Climate change   

Shagon Carelse 

Lack of education & awareness   

Toeganglikheid 
Voorsien oa. Parkeer areas en toegangpaaie tot die 
kus op redelike afstande. 

Compliance with regulations   
Pieter Franzsen 

Besoedeling   

Implementation of existing plans and 
legislation 

Wasting time; reinventing is always a negative feature 
(good at talk, very poor at walk). 

Alien vegetation 
Encroachment onto estuarine vegetation - stricter 
controls/censure of negligent landowners. 

Over-extraction of water 
What are regulations regarding residual flow to 
(Goukou) estuary. 

Piecemeal approval of developments 
Plans seem to be approved without cognisance of 
water availability; change in sense-of-place is a 
creeping disease. 

John Gear 

Failure to protect/rehabilitate the 
catchment 

Catchment of Goukou; poor farming practices leading 
to siltation. 

Public access   

Illegal structures   

Illegal activities   

Flooding Setback lines 

Karel Fourie 

Blue flag beaches   

Blue flag status 
Idea is fine, but in practice it will be too expensive to 
run the programme. Rather use funds to improve 
facilities. B. Meyer 

Public Access Must be highest priority. 

Information and research 
Need informed decision-making, e.g. no fishing up the 
river (Goukou) on what basis?? 

Allison Bryant 

Jet skis 
Should be allowed in from harbour in a certain 
demarcated area. 
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Stilbay harbour 
Abandoned and neglected since I&J left; bad for 
tourism and fishermen (locals). 

 

Public access 
Clarification of public access to river front properties; 
liability if something should happen. 
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APPENDIX IV 
 

Submission on issues and strategies from the Gouritz Boot & Hengelaars Assosiasie. 
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WITSAND WORKSHOP 
Witsand Community Hall; 13 April 2012; 18h00 

 
ATTENDANCE 
 
See Appendix I. 
 
PROCEEDINGS 
 
Vernon Gibbs-Halls (VG) welcomed everyone and introduced Aidan Wood (AW). AW then 
proceeded with the presentation (see attached presentation). Direct stakeholder input was 
required from the “Vision” section of the presentation (see Agenda) but a few queries were 
raised during the course of the first half of the presentation. 
 

• Nick Scholtz (NS) requested that the presentation be e-mailed to all; AW said this would be 
done. 

• NS said municipal education or awareness of coastal management issues was important, 
particularly in relation to town palnning. 

• With regards existing infrastructure, Rob Wilson (RW) said future developments may need 
to have separate infrastructure installed because connecting to existing services that are 
already under threat from the sea did not make sense – may even have to relocate existing 
infrastructure. AW said this would probably be a cost exercise – constant maintenance vs 
one-off relocation. 

• Johnny Swart (JS) asked how the Breede would be considered with regards setback lines as it 
was under the jurisdiction of two district municipalities (and also two B municipalities). AW 
said communication between the two institutions would be encouraged such that setback line 
recommendations made by Eden would be applied to the Breede by Overberg as well. 

• Sue Matthews (SM) said that Province had already accepted the 5 m contour as being a 
development guideline; AW said the 4.5 m initial recommendation from the Eden sea-level 
rise study was very preliminary, but that it would make sense to stick with the 5 m contour if 
Province was already happy with it. 

• Integration between Overberg and Eden needed to be nurtured; AW said this would be 
covered under Institutional Arrangements. 

• Lorraine Martin (LM) queried the water quantity objective; AW said it would be covered as 
far as it influenced coastal management – if it was about municipal supply and service 
delivery it was not relevant. 

• Rob Fryer (RF) asked whether there would be integration with catchment management 
projects; AW said this needed to be the focus of estuary management plans (EMPs) but the 
CMP would highlight estuaries that needed plans and would also indicate which systems 
were being considered for reserve studies. The CMP would support the concept of catchment 
to coast but would encourage that EMPs took the lead. 

• In terms of the bigger picture, the envisaged coastal committee would coordinate and 
integrate management actions; AW said that rather than re-inventing the wheel, estuary 
forums should be allowed to function and deal with estuary specific issues, but if they 
encountered insurmountable problems then they could approach the coastal committee for 
assistance. 
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VISION 
 
AW explained what a Vision was and that one was required for the Eden coast; examples of the 
GRNP and Eden coastal strategy Visions were supplied and then stakeholders were requested to 
supply phrases or key words that they would like to see included in the Vision. AW explained 
that he would draft a Vision based on these from all six workshops and that stakeholders could 
comment on it when the draft CMP was made available. 
 
See Appendix II for stakeholder input with respect to the Vision. 
 

COASTAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
 
AW provided a list of what he considered to be the Coastal Management Objectives and 
requested stakeholders to comment on the list and suggest additions/amendments. 
 

• LM asked or more details on Tourism; AW said this was a very broad objective and would 
require interaction with various stakeholder groups as well as government. As long as tourist 
opportunities did not negatively impact the environment or sense of place they should be 
encouraged. 

• LM also said that use of local recreation areas is clashing with Disaster Management as braai 
fires are left burning at municipal owned sites (public open space) and this poses a fire risk. 

• AW said an example of a recreation issue was jet-skis, which were banned from most areas 
in Eden. However, there was an opportunity to get launch privileges reinstated for fishing jet-
skis. 

• In response to a query by SM, AW said alien vegetation would aall under Biodiversity 
Conservation while sea-level rise/climate change would come under 
Infrastructure/development as well as Disaster Management. SM said that the sea-level rise 
study should perhaps be referred to as climate change; AW said the Eden study was referred 
to as a sea-level rise study, but that the CMP would place it all in context w.r.t. climate 
change. 

 

PRIORITY MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
 
AW explained that issues would be dealt with via Management Action Plans that would detail 
required actions, applicable legislation, mandate, timeframes, cost and performance indicators. 
AW requested that stakeholders provide up to 5 coastal management issues they considered to be 
a priority and to provide a solution. 
 
See Appendix III for stakeholder input with regards issues and solutions and Appendix IV for 
additional input from Jack Walsh (JW). 
 

PUBLIC ACCESS 
 
AW explained the right of access in terms of the act and also explained the circumstances under 
which access to the coastal public property could be restricted or denied. 
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• JW said Province must be careful to acknowledge private landowners rights and not expect 
that public access is a free or all over all land. Access should be considered only where it is 
relevant. AW agreed and said that was not the purpose of the CMP but instead reasonable 
access and historical access sites were the priority. It was however, unacceptable to have vast 
sections of the coast (30-40km) that were closed off to the public. The municipality would 
need to embark on a program involving negotiations with landowners to find a solution. 
AWS also said that while access through private property can be denied, access along the 
seashore could not be denied. 

• NS said the issue at Puntjie and Vermaaklikheid may become a big issue. 

• LM asked how pollution affected access; AW said that pollution by other users infringed on 
the rights of others to enjoy the coastal public property. It was, however, a municipal 
responsibility to manage access sites and this included litter control. 

 

WAY FORWARD 
 
See relevant slide in attached presentation. It was suggested that a hard copy be made available 
at the local Municipal office as there was no library; AW agreed. Also a request for the 2nd 
workshop to be held at 16h00; AW agreed. 
 

GENERAL DISUSSSION 
 

• LM asked about a whale sanctuary to protect the whales. JW said they did not need 
protecting as numbers were increasing and they came back every year. AW said unless there 
was a specific issue threatening the whales there would be little reason for a sanctuary. Even 
a desalination plant may be OK due to the brine being diluted and dispersed quickly in the 
high-energy surf zone. 

• LM said that Witsand might benefit if marketed as a whale sanctuary; AW said that 
marketing as the primary nursery area should suffice – again, a sanctuary was not the way 
forward. However, research has been done in the area and this can be used together with the 
whales themselves to either encourage or discourage activities and/or developments. 

 

CLOSE 
 
AW then thanked everyone for their time and the workshop was closed at 19h15. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Attendance at the Eden CMP workshop 
 (Witsand Community Hall;13 April 2012; 18h00) 

 

Name Affiliation Phone E-mail 

Aidan Wood EFA/Rhodes 0828694939 tagfish@telkomsa.net 

Vernon Gibbs-Halls Eden District Municipality 0726705108 gibbs@edendm.co.za 

Makwarela Matshili DEADP: Coastal Management 021 4838104 makwarela.matshili@pgwc.gov.za 

Sue Matthews Overstarnd Estuaries Programme 0833815432 suemat@iafrica.com 

Rob Fryer Whale Coast Conservation 028 3132025 rob.fryer@ocf.org.za 

Nick Scholtz Lower Breede River Conservancy   lbrconservancy@telkomsa.net 

Johnny Swart Witsand Ratepayers   johnnyswart@hotail.com 

Jack Walsh BREAF     

Rob Wilson Witsand Ratepayers and NSRI Stn 33   rob@turgis.co.za 

Lorraine Martin Tourism Witsand/Southern Forum 0828504318 accom@witsand.co.za 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Stakeholder contribution to the Vision (key words and phrases). 
 

Name Contributions to Vision (key words and phrases) 

Nick Scholtz (Breede River 
mouth to Duiwenhoks) 

To maintain the unique, unspoilt natural environment of the estuary mouth and 
surrounding coastline and its sense of place while allowing all to share in all its 
resources; keep the biodiversity of the area. 

Rob Fryer 
Eco-system (services) protection; integrated estuaries & coastal/marine; biodiversity 
protection (marine & terrestrial); sustainable (i.t.o. environment, social and economy); 
fisheries conservation; coastal systems functioning. 

Lorraine Martin 
"To be a region of people that leads." Keep it simple so all people can understand; 
branding Witsand as Whale nursery of SA. 

Sue Matthews 
Natural landscapes; biodiversity conservation; sustainable use; tourism & recreation; 
ecosystem services; nodal development; wide open spaces. 

Johnny Swart Protection; agriculture; cultural heritage; gemeenskap betrokkenheid. 

Jack Walsh 
Fair access (not unreasonably restricted or too open); protection in reserves; 
sustainability of exploitable resources; protection of natural habitats; reasonable 
protection of natural beauty. 
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APPENDIX III 
 

Stakeholder contribution to priority issues and strategies/solutions 
 

Name Issue Strategy/Solution 

Mandate issues 
Municipalities not accepting unfunded mandates - 
needs policy intervention at Ministerial level. 

Lack of enforcement capacity Needs funding and resolution of mandates. 

Access Testing of private vs. public rights. 

Invasive vegetation Needs more efficient means of clearing. 

Sue Matthews 

Ribbon development 
Leads to unsustainable development i.t.o. water 
supplies - needs better spatial planning. 

Law enforcement 
Especially fisheries in estuaries, where jurisdiction 
has been lost by DAFF and DEA has not capacity or 
interest to take the role over. 

Funding 
Funding for basic management functions (unfunded 
mandate issues at municipal level). 

Integration 
Effective integration of management activities that fall 
within the jurisdiction of different government 
agencies and spheres of government. 

Reliance by government upon civil society (NGOs) to 
support the functioning of estuary and coastal 
management forums. 

Rob Fryer 

Institutional capacity 

Lack of B level municipality environmental capacity. 

Management 
Public want to have their say before Hessequa makes 
a decision. 

Access to Witsand 
Day visitors use our facilities at no cost and leave a 
he mess behind. 

Tourism 

Witsand looks neglected; signage not accurate or 
sufficient; tourism is our only income but Hessequa do 
not take it seriously; www.hessequa.net is 
dysfunctional. 

Desalination plant 
Towns with lots of water flourish; Witsand is struggling 
economically. 

Lorraine Martin 

Building regulations Not monitored well enough. 

Institutional capacity 
Rampant development and little understanding 
regarding legislation from town planning. 

Flooding Setback lines. 

Over-exploitation 
Recreational fisheries - need more compliance 
monitoring. 

Nick Scholtz 

Lack of interorganisational cooperation 
Breede River shares two B and two District 
Municipalities - need to cooperate. 

Uitroei van kabeljou Vat te lank om wette te verander. 

Enforcement capacity 
Meer beamptes vir wetstoepassing langs see en 
rivier. 

Disaster management 
Beter rampsbestuursplan en wie is verantwoordelik 
(b.v. olielek). 

Johnny Swart 

Beheer van plantegroei Uitroei van indringer plante. 
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APPENDIX IV 
 

Additional input re issues and strategies from Jack Walsh. 
 

Dear Aiden  
 
As promised, herewith the five priority issues as I see them in regard to the combined 
requirements of the Coastal Management plan overall with certain emphasis on the Witsand 
area.  
 
Access to Coastal and Beach Environments 
 
I believe public access to coastal areas is likely to become an extremely hot potato which I in 
turn believe to be counterproductive and quite unnecessary. The fact is simply that all peoples in 
South Africa must have reasonable access to the riches of the coastal and beach environments. 
The word “rich” is not used here in terms of value but rather in terms of opportunity and 
recreation. There appears to presently be a departmental tendency to consider that all access to 
the coast, whether over private property or not, has to be considered publicly available. This of 
course is nonsense. In addition there is also nothing wrong in access being granted differently to 
areas used by public stakeholders according to their status, though this matter would need to be 
treated obviously with great care.  
 
Private Property 
 
The second important issue is relative to the first, and, although the coastal environment should 
not be protected from general usage by the public due to overly extended private property rights 
preventing such access, equally the rights of private property legally obtained by their holders 
should be honoured. Thus public access through such property should be relevant to spatial area 
needs, not just taken for granted; i.e. if to go through the private property of farmlands to reach a 
stretch of coastline adjacent to such farmlands of say 50kms, access would need to be provided 
across the private property for use by the general public. However to suggest that a farm with a 
10km beach trip must make access available through such farm when access available at both 
ends is quite unnecessary.   
 
Marine Stocks  
 
Perhaps I am biased, but one of the most important aspects of Coastal Management is to address 
the need for the rebuilding of so many stocks that have been reduced as a result of over-
exploitation risking the sustainability of the species.  This applies to so many of our inshore fish, 
mollusc, and other species as well as those inhabiting the coastal wave zone through to the inter-
tidal areas. It must be an absolute priority to prevent unregulated and uncontrolled exploitation of 
all such stocks to therefore preserve and allow their re-building.   
 
Erosion 
On many of our beach and coastal strips erosion has occurred to a serious extent on the primary 
coastal dune. This has often been caused by what goes on behind such coastal dune and is very 
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visible in the Witsand area between the restaurant in the south and the northern end of 
Duinepark. Steps must be taken to enable control of such degradation and erosion as a result of 
wave action, rain drainage, or simply wind.   
 
Restricted Areas  
Then we come to the development of public structures encroaching into the hundred metre above 
high water mark area or possibly future setback open spaces. This has already occurred 
particularly in large coastal towns or cities and the great shortcoming is always the relevant 
authority’s willingness and application in maintaining such structures, the vast majority of which 
are there for the public’s benefit.  
 
Kind regards, Jack Walsh  
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KNYSNA WORKSHOP 
(Brenton Community Hall; 16 April 2012; 18h00) 

 
ATTENDANCE 
 
See Appendix I. 
 
PROCEEDINGS 
 
Vernon Gibbs-Halls (VG) welcomed everyone and introduced Aidan Wood (AW). AW then 
proceeded with the presentation (see attached presentation). Direct stakeholder input was 
required from the “Vision” section of the presentation (see Agenda) but a few queries were 
raised during the course of the first half of the presentation. 
 

• Terry Cockcroft (TC) asked whether this CMP would provide the local authorities with some 
“teeth”; AW said that once Gazetted the CMP would have to be adhered to and would 
provide authorities with a powerful tool. 

• L. Bezuidenhout (LB) warned about referring to setback lines that were not yet accurately 
determined as this could cause severe economic if not legal backlash with regards property 
values, insurance etc. 

• This was seconded by Andy Nortje (AN); AW said it was probably better to use the Eden 
sea-level rise study to illustrate dangers of climate change until setbacks could be determined 
accurately by Province. 

• Keith Spencer (KS) asked whether existing barriers, such as sea walls, would influence 
setback lines at their locations; Carmen Van Uys (CU) said there were many factors to take 
into consideration but she was unsure about existing barriers. 

• Neville Green (NG) said that Overstrand would be following a process where  evaluating 
setback lines and the regulations associated with them would be done concurrently and 
advised that Province and Eden follow the same procedure. 

• Pierre Villain (PV) asked what the sea-level rise study said about estuaries; AW said that the 
4.5 m contour had been referred to as the danger limit, but that Province had already agreed 
to use the 5 m contour. Cathy Avierinos (CA) said this was mostly due to its convenience 
(availability from surveys). 

 

VISION 
 
AW explained what a Vision was and that one was required for the Eden coast; examples of the 
GRNP and Eden coastal strategy Visions were supplied and then stakeholders were requested to 
supply phrases or key words that they would like to see included in the Vision.. AW explained 
that he would draft a Vision based on these from all six workshops and that stakeholders could 
comment on it when the draft CMP was made available. 
 
See Appendix II for stakeholder input with respect to the Vision. 
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COASTAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
 
AW provided a list of what he considered to be the Coastal Management Objectives and 
requested stakeholders to comment on the list and suggest additions/amendments. 
 

• James Martin (JM) wanted clarification that the list of objectives would not be applied to all 
areas; AW said it depended on the issues raised. Some would be generic issues all over Eden 
and others would be more site-specific. 

• PV asked about natural landscapes (protection); AW said this would fall under the issue of 
sense of place and could fall within the categories of either Tourism, Cultural Heritage or 
even Biodiversity. 

• Richard Batson (RB) said it was not enough to talk about biodiversity conservation and 
protection but that enhancement must be included – SA has signed several international 
agreements that call for the increase of biodiversity. This would include steps to remove 
invasive species, repopulate with endemic species and increase the number of species as well 
as population numbers. 

• CA said rehabilitation and alien vegetation were both important; AW said both these could 
come under biodiversity but that he would consider this again during the drafting of the 
CMP. 

• KS asked about management strategies around each objective; AW said each issue under 
each objective would be assigned a strategy or action to deal with it. KS said that in most 
cases, any strategy would depend on effective cooperative governance between organs of 
state. 

• AN referred to the 2007 flood at Sedgefield and said there were accurate rainfall records for 
that period. He requested that until the CMP is completed, could there be some means of  
protection or intervention to breach the estuary before it was too late; AW said that the 
estuary management plan should include a breaching protocol (confirmed by SANParks and 
seconded by CU) but said he would need to review it before commenting further. AW said 
that other sites were using catchment data to pre-empt disaster (early warning). TC said that 
the dynamics had changed at Swartvlei and it was not just about estuary health any more but 
peoples lives and property – SANParks are not taking this into account. 

• PV said it was vital that the public be included in all decisions and that the authorities 
interact with them. 

 

PRIORITY MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
 
AW explained that issues would be dealt with via Management Action Plans that would detail 
required actions, applicable legislation, mandate, timeframes, cost and performance indicators. 
AW requested that stakeholders provide up to 5 coastal management issues they considered to be 
a priority and to provide a solution. 
 
See Appendix III for stakeholder input with regards issues and solutions. 
 

PUBLIC ACCESS 
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AW explained the right of access in terms of the act and also explained the circumstances under 
which access to the coastal public property could be restricted or denied.  
 

• RB queried the issue of charging fees for access when the ICM Act said fees may not be 
charged; he mentioned that the GRNP covered a vast area and this was a concern. Andre 
Riley (AR) said that some of the GRNP would be classed as protected and fees would be 
applicable (e.g. Tsitsikamma) but not everywhere. KS said it was based on a user pays 
principle. 

• NG provided clarification – there are several categories of coastal public property and access 
needed to be evaluated in terms of its effect on the environment. If a management authority 
deemed it necessary to charge fees to help maintain or manage the access and the coastal 
public property they could apply to the Minister to approve a levy. AW also said that in the 
case of Tsitsikamma people were not just paying for the coastal public property but for 
access to a National Park. 

• PV asked about access through private land; AW said landowners had rights, but the 
municipality would enter into negotiations for reasonable access. Jonathan Mabula (JM) said 
the municipality would be creating access servitudes (under ICM Act and alsoLUPO). In 
extreme cases, land may be expropriated. 

• LB said that experience in Overstrand has shown that access points require maintenance, 
especially in certain areas such as over dunes and municipalities need to factor this in. 

• NG said that any servitude for public access would be registered in the municipality’s name 
and they would become responsible for its maintenanceand management. 

• CA pointed out that in some instances in Plettenberg Bay, developers had constructed access 
walkways as required (conditions for authorization) and then handed them over to the 
municipality but they beame derilict and dangerous due to no maintenance. Now developers 
are wary o complying because they know it won’t be maintained – municipalities need 
commitment and funding. 

 

WAY FORWARD 
 
See relevant slide in attached presentation. 
 

GENERAL DISUSSSION 
 

• TC asked what how long the CMP would be valid for; AW said it was or a 5-year period, 
after which it would be reviewed. The municipalities (District and local) were responsible or 
ensuring implementation. 

• CA asked what had been done to ensure all affected people were aware of the programme; 
AW explained the approach used but said that the 2nd round of workshops had been amended 
to include more venues and that outlying areas and their communities would be visited with 
the draft CMP beforehand to prep them or the 2nd workshops. 

• NG warned that there was a draft amendment to the ICM Act and this may have some 
bearing on the CMP; AW said unless it was finalised before the CMP was completed, the 
CMP would be based on the existing format. 

• Wayne Meyer asked whether filling in the register or the workshop also meant that he was 
registered for the duration of the CMP; AW said this was correct. 
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• Ludolf Louw asked whether the CMP applied to the entire coast – what other CMPs were 
there; AW said this was just for Eden, but that Western Cape District and City of Cape Town 
were also busy developing CMPs – otherwise there were no others being done. 

 

CLOSE 
 
AW then thanked everyone for their time and the workshop was closed at 20h15. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Attendance at the Eden CMP workshop 
 (Brenton Community Hall;16 April 2012; 18h00) 

 

Name Affiliation Phone E-mail 

Aidan Wood EFA/Rhodes 0828694939 tagfish@telkomsa.net 

Vernon Gibbs-Halls Eden District Municipality 0726705108 gibbs@edendm.co.za 

Richard Batson Friends of Swartvlei 044 3432426 richardbatson@telkomsa.net 

Nick Sweet Friends of Swartvlei 044 3432277 nicksweet@polka.co.za 

Terry Cockcroft Friends of Swartvlei 0827882051 terrycoc@xsiner.co.za 

Andy Nortje S.V&RA 044 3431261 birdcottage@mweb.co.za 

Pierre Villain Great Brak River Conservancy 0828335063 aecpierre@gmail.com 

James Martin Natures Valley Ratepayers Ass. 044 5316699 natrpa@worldonline.co.za 

Rob Wilson Witsand Ratepayers (NSRI Stn 33)   rob@turgis.co.za 

Colin Hudson Independent consultant (Belvedere) 0836286406 colinhudson@mweb.co.za 

Steve Gettliffe Lakes Bird Club 044 3824474 stebar@barkly.co.za 

H. van der Stoep Overstrand Municipality 028 3138906   

L. Bezuidenhout Overstrand Municipality 028 3163724 lbezuidenhout@overstrand.gov.za 

Neville Green Overstrand Municipality 028 2718420 hgreen@overstrand.gov.za 

Keith Spencer CapeNature (Goukamma)   keith@capenature.co.za 

Andre Riley SanParks Knysna   andre.riley@sanparks.org 

Nick Hanekom SanParks Scientific Services   nick.hanekom@sanparks.org 

Wayne Meyer CapeNature (Goukamma) 0790896338 waynemeyer7@yahoo.com 

Carmen Van Uys DEADP: Coastal Management 021 4832819   

Cathy Avierinos Hilland Associates 0825586584 cathy@hilland.co.za 

Ludolf Louw CNdV Africa 0827469497 ludolf@cndv.co.za 

Apologies    

Neale Perring     n.perring5@gmail.com 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Stakeholder contribution to the Vision (key words and phrases). 
 

Name Contributions to Vision (key words and phrases) 

Colin Hudson 

Sustainable programme; encouraging small business development (contributes to 
protecting and improving the environment); broad education and training of inhabitants 
to improve knowledge and understanding of the need to conserve the environment; 
integrated programme; buy-in from National, Provincial, District and local municipalities. 

Nick Sweet 

Public access well defined, managed and maintained with desirable signage; thorough 
dissemination of intentions through all organs of media (i.e. keeping the public well 
informed during process); preservation of public access to the beach (existing and in 
respect of future development); launching facilities for the public (very poor at Swartvlei 
Lake). 

Overstrand municipality 
Integrated; protection/conservation; affordable sustainability/self-sustainable; social 
acceptance; effective management of diverse ecosystems. 

Andy Nortje 
Not only highlighting main (iconic) features of the area; minimal commercial activity; 
satisfactory and sufficient public access (to water/launching); strong educational aspects 
and social awareness aims. 

Rob Wilson 
Practical to implement; can be supported by most stakeholders; protects environment 
within social and economic realities. 

Richard Batson 

Improvement of the biodiversity of the Eden coastal management area in line with 
International agreements already signed by South Africa; appreciation of the fact that 
authority (legalised power) does not always equate with knowledge, wisdom and 
competence. 

Terry Cockcroft 
Define for public in simple terms; guide local authorities in new developments; preserve 
environment of Garden Route; highlight key aspects; define responsibilities or 
environmental aspects; highlight need for disaster management. 

Cathy Avierinos 
Unique natural biodiversity; sustainable living (us being part of the environment); 
economic and social sustainability; cultural heritage (origins of human evolution); 
maintaining coastal processes as being critical to the sustainability of the coastal zone. 

Keith Spencer 
Effective cooperative management; prioritised estuary management; effective 
community management (managed by the community). 

Wayne Meyer 
Conserves a representative and sustainable percentage of each terrestrial, coastal and 
marine ecosystem/habitat type (make no-take zones to accomplish the above). 

James Martin 
Management and conservation of natural resources on a long-term basis for future 
generations. 

Carmen Van Uys 
Sustainable resource use; economic, social and environmental balance; ecosystem 
functioning. 

N. Green 
Ecological integrity; bio-diverse ecosystems; socio-economic well-being; sustainable 
development; mitigation of climate change, sea level rise and coastal hazards; 
promotion of access to coastal property. 

Ludolf Louw 

Conserve the unique qualities of the coast in the most sustainable way; protect eco-
systems; encourage use of the coast by all; accessibility; allow enough development 
possibilities to ensure the uniqueness of the coastal zone is optimised economically and 
socially. 

Pierre Villain 

Social & economic development (tourism) by protection of natural assets, restoration of 
natural system of Swartvlei estuary (disrupted by construction of dam), prevention of 
obtrusive developments by guidelines/town planning (e.g. industrial development on 
lagoon area) and reintegration of human activities in estuary (loosing its integrity). 
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APPENDIX III 
Stakeholder contribution to priority issues and strategies/solutions 

Name Issue Strategy/Solution 

Water quality (E. coli in rivers is major 
problem which impacts on the coast). 

  

Strategy or dune protection 
Taking current development into account and 
potential erosion due to climate change - buffer is 
being lost. 

Flooding 

Floodplains can no longer flood due to past planning 
errors e.g. Swartvlei. Floodplains must be allowed to 
flood and closed systems must be allowed to open 
and close as naturally as possible. 

Dredging 
Possibly needed to remove silt accumulation from 
systems in the absence of natural flooding and 
scouring. 

Coastal public facilities 
Generally poor or non-existent e.g. ablutions, board 
walk access and maintenance of facilities. 

Blue flag All beaches should be at this level. 

Poaching 
Control of resource use is poor to non-existent e.g. 
bait collecting, fishing etc. 

Launch sites & coastal harbours 
Currently not sufficient, making it difficult to promote 
tourism and recreation activities like sailing (dinghies 
and yachts). 

Cathy Avierinos 

MPAs 
Not enough; need more no fishing areas to feed the 
rest of the area. 

Urban development 
Create setback lines and areas where development 
should not occur. 

Public access 
Delineate sensitive areas and give guidance to how 
development in or close to these areas should be 
managed. 

Tourism 
Provide "special" provisions for tourism that are less 
restrictive than those for urban development. 

Ludolf Louw 

Biodiversity   

Law enforcement (state prosecutors and 
magistrates) 

Training of State prosecutors and Magistrates or the 
initiation of a court room aimed at processing 
environmental cases (in conjunction with the 
municipality and their traffic fines etc.?). 

Closed areas 
Ensure there are enough closed areas (no-take 
zones) to sufficiently represent all habitat/ecosystem 
types. 

Wayne Meyer 

Access 

Ensure that public access, public safety, community 
access to resources etc. are not given to the 
detriment of conservation of natural resources (within 
reasonable limits). 

Illegal activities/structures   

Public access   

Restoration of water (river) flow   

Communication 
Creation of local committee receiving systematic info 
from authorities on all projects before decisions 
having impact on coast and estuaries. 

Pierre Villain 

Mandates 
Give clear authority and power to municipalities to 
stop infringements. 
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Infrastructure 
Improving the regular maintenance of existing 
sewerage lines. 

Settlements 
Devising a plan to resolve the problem of squatters / 
informal settlements where municipalities cannot 
provide adequate services such as sewerage. 

Pollution 
Implement the by-pass road to reduce noise and other 
pollution around the Knysna lagoon. 

Education 
Expand the material available to schools and 
communities to improve knowledge and awareness. 

Colin Hudson 

By-laws Tighten up on use of high speed motorboats. 

Access to coast Identified zonation plans (integrated). 

Flooding Breaching/mouth management. 

Compliance  Manage all activities. 

Undesirable development/structures Affordable management plans. 

Pollution (stormwater/sewerage) Policy on stormwater management. 

Overstrand Municipality 

Catchment management strategies   

Andy Nortje Breaching of Swartvlei mouth 

For SANParks to bring bulldozers to Sedgefield on 
low-bed trailers from Wilderness is logistically difficult 
on short notice. Knysna municipality should take the 
full responsibility for opening the mouth and have 
suitable vehicles and equipment on site in Sedgefield. 
An interim plan would be to keep the mouth open at 
all times until SANParks comes up with an updated 
hydrological study for the estuary. 

Building regulations Enforce to avoid over-development. 

Drinking water Manage quality 
James Martin 

Safety 
More lifesavers on beaches at peak times and 
improve public awareness of dangers of the sea. 

Management plans 

Investigate the basis on which existing management 
plans have been prepared. This includes hydrological 
data (input data). Who recommended certain estuary 
breaching procedures and were they truly scientific. 

Cooperative management Always include locals in these discussions. 

Competent authorities 
Authority does not always equate with knowledge and 
competence. 

Richard Batson 

Biodiversity Improvement not just conservation is vital. 

Swartvlei breaching 

Because of SANParks' failure to open Swartvlei in the 
past, emphasis needs to be placed on monitoring 
runoff in the catchment area and to ensure that 
Disaster Centre in George keeps "hold of the reins". 

Swartvlei management 
SANParks' philosophy regarding their role for 
Swartvlei is outdated and cannot be changed 
according to the evidence. 

Nick Sweet 

Communication 
Need to inform and reassure residents in low-lying 
areas of the process being followed for the ICM Act. 
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Judiciary failure Municipal court 

Illegal/uncontrolled harvesting   

Hasty desalination installations 
Improve water management and make sound long 
term decisions around solutions. 

Collapsed fisheries 
Stop illegal harvesting and encourage catch & release 
principals. 

Livelihoods 
Identify sustainable alternative livelihoods and then 
implement them successfully. 

Keith Spencer 

Institutional arrangements 
Make the area aware of different institutions and their 
functions/responsibilities. 

Coastal erosion Setback lines. 

Public access Designate access routes. 

Inappropriate development Stricter EIAs. 

Illegal structures Repair & remove notices. 

Carmen Van Uys 

Flooding along estuaries Coastal zoning schemes. 

Planning Sensitivity analysis informing zoning schemes. 

Development Setback lines for future developments. 

Disaster management Develop for current and historical developments. 

Alien vegetation 
Clearing management plan (relates to water quantity 
and quality issues). 

N. Green 

Enforcement Development of enforcement capacity. 

Flooding Review breaching policy (Swartvlei) and update it. 

Public access   

Illegal/inappropriate development   

Biodiversity Preservation and improvement. 

Terry Cockcroft 

Setback lines   

Illegal activities Determine who is responsible. 

Uncontrolled access Control access. 

Flooding Setback lines. 

Illegal fishing in 12 nm limit   

Rob Wilson 

Fire prevention   
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BITOU WORKSHOP 
(Piesang Valley Community Hall; 17 April 2012; 18h00) 

 
ATTENDANCE 
 
See Appendix I. 
 
PROCEEDINGS 
 
Aidan Wood (AW) welcomed everyone, and apologized for Vernon Gibbs-Halls (VG) from 
Eden District who could not attend due to work commitments; AW would present and chair the 
workshop. Dupre Lombaard (DL) from Bitou Municipality offered to take minutes. welcomed 
everyone and introduced Aidan Wood (AW). AW then proceeded with the presentation (see 
attached presentation). Direct stakeholder input was required from the “Vision” section of the 
presentation (see Agenda) but a request was received from Angus Greig (AG) during the course 
of the first half of the presentation. 
 

• AG asked that wherever possible, the CMP be visually illustrated to make it more user 
friendly and understandable to the general public; AW said this would be done where 
possible. 

• AW also pointed out that the determination of setback lines was the responsibility of 
Province (DEADP) and not the municipality, but that municipalities would need to 
implement them in planning once they had been determined. 

 

VISION 
 
AW explained what a Vision was and that one was required for the Eden coast; examples of the 
GRNP and Eden coastal strategy Visions were supplied and then stakeholders were requested to 
supply phrases or key words that they would like to see included in the Vision. AW explained 
that he would draft a Vision based on these from all six workshops and that stakeholders could 
comment on it when the draft CMP was made available. 
 
See Appendix II for stakeholder input with respect to the Vision. 
 

COASTAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
 
AW provided a list of what he considered to be the Coastal Management Objectives and 
requested stakeholders to comment on the list and suggest additions/amendments. 
 

• Di Grant (DG) asked where visual aspects fitted in; AW said this would be dealt with as a 
sense-of-place issue under several objectives, including tourism, biodiversity and 
cultural/heritage resources. 

• AG asked where harbors would fit in; AW said under spatial planning and development but 
also perhaps tourism/recreation and disaster management. 
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• Upon request, AW explained that Institutional Arrangements referred to organs of state and 
their responsibilities as well as to capacity and cooperative governance (envisaged Eden 
coastal committee that will drive implementation). 

• Gerry Schulz (GS) said that under Education, high-quality education would need to be 
ensured for children of investors if they were to move to the area (proposals under Economic 
development). 

• Achim Ecker (AE) said that water quantity must refer to availability (of potable water). 

• Kerry Schurmann (KS) asked where financial arrangements fitted in; AW explained that 
these would come under Institutional Arrangements, as the municipalities would be required 
to include the CMP in the IDP process to prioritize projects and motivate for budgets. 

• AG said dumping of sewerage was a problem; AW said this came under water quality, with 
municipal responsibility for monitoring E.coli in estuaries and recreational swimming 
beaches. 

• Rudi Martin (RM) queried how the CMP would link with Biosphere Reserves; AW said as 
long as there was overlap between them and the defined coastal management area they would 
be included. 

• Christo Vlok asked about desalination plants; AW said this came under several objectives, 
namely Infrastructure/planning, water quality/quantity, biodiversity and perhaps tourism. 

• GS asked whether dredging in the Keurbooms was on the cards; AW said there was an 
application for a small dredging operation at Strandmeer, but no large-scale dredging was 
envisaged (not raised with Keurbooms/Bitou Estuary Forum as yet). 

 

PRIORITY MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
 
AW explained that issues would be dealt with via Management Action Plans that would detail 
required actions, applicable legislation, mandate, timeframes, cost and performance indicators. 
AW requested that stakeholders provide up to 5 coastal management issues they considered to be 
a priority and to provide a solution. 
 
See Appendix III for stakeholder input with regards issues and solutions. 
 

PUBLIC ACCESS 
 
AW explained the right of access in terms of the act and also explained the circumstances under 
which access to the coastal public property could be restricted or denied.  
 

• GS queried under what circumstances could access be denied in the interest of whole 
communities; AW said he was not sure, but Brenton Freeman  (BF) suggested that it could 
refer to rural communities that have spiritual or ceremonial areas that should not be 
disturbed. 

• RM said there were fences that were preventing access; AW said the municipality 

• AG said that everyone had the right to access areas where an Admiralty Reserve was still 
proclaimed; AW concurred saying it was part of the coastal public property. 
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• Andre Van Rooyen said that while there may be access through nature reserves, there was a 
fee involved and some members of the public would prefer access through adjacent private 
land where no fee was payable. 

• KS asked how many access points would be required; AW said this depended on demand and 
population densities as well as the need to protect the coast from excessive pressure from 
users. Distance from development nodes and sensitive habitats would determine numbers and 
locations – municipal function to conduct surveys. 

• GS queried why additional access to the lagoon was necessary; AW said that there were very 
few official access points and the local communities were restricted in terms of where they 
could access the estuary (Bitou and Keurbooms). 

 

WAY FORWARD 
 
See relevant slide in attached presentation. 
 

GENERAL DISUSSSION 
 

• Wayne Myers asked about the need for by-laws; AW explained that they enabled the 
municipality to enforce regulations not covered by National or Provincial legislation, for 
example river/estuary by-laws. Several members requested copies of the new draft by-laws – 
AW will send but stressed they still needed to go through the Municipal public participation 
process. 

• RM asked how stormwater management activities would fit in the CMP; AW said that if it 
involved municipal infrastructure outside the defined management area it would not be 
included, however, if it involved stormwater entering estuaries/sea then it would come under 
Infrastructure/planning and water quality. 

 

CLOSE 
 
AW then thanked everyone for their time and the workshop was closed at 19h45. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Attendance at the Eden CMP workshop 
 (Piesang Valley Community Hall; 17 April 2012; 18h00) 

 

Name Affiliation Phone E-mail 

Aidan Wood EFA/Rhodes 0828694939 tagfish@telkomsa.net 

Gerry Schulz Keurbooms River Master HOA (Strandmeer) 0824944005 gerryschulz@mweb.co.za 

Ron Scott-Brown Keurbooms River Master HOA (Strandmeer) 0824416573 ron@scottbrown.co.za 

Achim Ecker Ratepayer 0825574493 camspost@telkomsa.net 

Dupre Lombaard Bitou Municipality   dlombaard@plett.gov.za 

Christo Vlok Plett Ratepayers Association 044 5335155 christo.vlok@telkomsa.net 

Carmen Van Uys DEADP: Coastal Management 021 4832819 carmen.vanuys@pgwc.gov.za 

Corrie Nel Angler 0827895345 skyfie@mweb.co.za 

Denis Higgs Angler     

Monica Taylor Student (Nature Conservation) 0823011153 monicat@hotmail.co.za 

Brenton Freeman Nature (Anath Peninsula) 0765362322 freemanbrenton@yahoo.com 

Cardina Lettino ORCA Foundation 0794503630 lincon89@hotmail.co.uk 

Tracy Meintjes ORCA Foundation 0827824459 bookings@orcafoundation.com 

Tony Lubner ORCA Foundation 0828802604 tony@orcafoundation.com 

Charles Hagerman Plett Skiboat Club 0814761909 charlesh@pierian.co.za 

Chris Schorn Plett Skiboat Club 0832845969 chris.schorn@davwen.co.za 

Jean Sparg Botanical Society 0721957722   

Di Grant PBCEF 044 5330728 dianagrant@mweb.co.za 

Rudi Martin PBCEF 0835737266 e.go@telkomsa.net 

Angus Greig Friends of the Lagoon/Indalo Conservancy 0793519129 ebenezerangus@yahoo.co.uk 

Andre Van Rooyen Property owner   vanrooyen1@telkomsa.net 

Patrick Dicey Robberg Boating & Angling Club   patdicey@gmail.com 

Chantelle Kieser Robberg Boating & Angling Club 0797757070 chantellkieser@hotmail.com 

Wayne Myers Robberg Boating & Angling Club 0824740666 waynemyers@mweb.co.za 

Mike Polson PBSBC (boat owner) 0825534625 michael@gofun.co.za 

Hjalmar Norval PBSBC & Plett Angling Club 0828724764 zelmar1@mweb.co.za 

Laurence Parkman Dunes Resort 0822132414 parkman74@gmail.com 

Kerry Schurmann Keurbooms Property Owners Association 044 5359966 keis@vodamail.co.za 

Graham Anley Boat owner (NSRI) 0824910529 graham.anley@gmail.com 

Andre Jerling Manta Marine 0832754993 andre@jerling.com 

Mark Fourie Bitou Municipality 0834485440 mfourie@plett.gov.za 

Apologies    

Vernon Gibbs-Halls Eden District Municipality 0726705108 gibbs@edendm.co.za 

Tana Scott     tana@greenstatus.co.za 

Godfrey Bass Plett Ratepayers Association   bassplett@mweb.co.za 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Stakeholder contribution to the Vision (key words and phrases). 
 

Name Contributions to Vision (key words and phrases) 

Brenton Freeman 

To promote reverence and respect of our natural coastal environment, responsibly 
finding ways to intelligently integrate plans and strategies in a way that will hold/view 
nature as paramount to our sustainable involvement and enjoyment of our pristine 
coastal environment for all. 

Claire Parkman 

Vision must be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Resourced, Timed); 
appropriate to local needs; ensure maximum enjoyment of the coastal areas whilst 
protecting and enhancing the natural environment; enforceable rules and standards; 
involve all stakeholders in standards and enforcement; retain the integrity of sense of 
place; protect and enhance local identity; non-negotiable standards; applicable to best 
international practice. 

Pat Dicey & Chantelle Kieser 
Commitment, dedication, enforcement of regulations; education; development; 
understanding for future generations; integrity; increase awareness, conserving current 
coastal areas. 

Wayne Myers 
Contribute towards future generations by way of including sport & recreation (use 
thereof); tourism. 

Andre Van Rooyen Conservation of property owner rights. 

Rudi Martin 
Sense of place; biodiversity; linking zones (tourism); sustainability of environment; 
international recognition of natural assets; accessibility to all areas for public. 

Jean Sparg Spiritual well-being. 

Di Grant Fully functioning ecosystems; maintain options for future; coastal corridors. 

Angus Greig 
To promote the wise use and understanding of marine and coastal heritage for both the 
short and long term benefit of all. 

Tracy Meintjies (ORCA) 
Coastal & estuarine protection; protection, preservation and continued improvement of 
natural areas; fair distribution and access to coastal areas. 

Monica Taylor 

An area that promotes responsible sustainable utilization benefiting both the 
environment, economy and people of the area; striving in protecting biodiversity and 
sensitive critically important natural areas; not only the development but the 
implementation of such initiatives. 

Graham Anley 
Estuarine & marine ecosystem diversity; protection of natural habitat; tourism attractions 
(present and future); controlled access to beach areas. 

Christo Vlok 
Eden; integrated; protected areas; conservation; ecosystems; optimizing; economic and 
social benefits; tourism. 

Achim Ecker 
Water quality and quantity (availability); access to shoreline (including beaches) - 
traditional ones and possibly additional new ones to be promulgated. 

Ron Scott-Brown Unique place to be (tourism); sustain economic development. 

Gerry Schulz People; economy; sustain; historic; future; capacity. 
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APPENDIX III 
Stakeholder contribution to priority issues and strategies/solutions 

Name Issue Strategy/Solution 

Public access Use of areas to be set aside for parking. 

Recreational use 
Use of coastal zone of Keurbooms to be assessed in 
terms of rural use and not urban. 

Wayne Meyers 

Disaster management Different requirements for Keurbooms. 

Flooding 
Disaster management plan and regular updates on 
risk - remedial action in areas where proportion are 
considered at high risk. 

Correct zoning 

Realization that different beaches have different 
capacities, accessibility and nature protection 
requirements and accessibility for emergency 
services. 

Law enforcement Visual enforcement and application of by-laws. 

Claire Parkman 

Spatial planning and development 
High levels of control to avoid saturation, disruption to 
natural environment and overloading of existing 
essential services. 

Pollution control and environmental 
cleanup strategies. 

  

Animal strandings and disposal Disaster management? 

Waste (marine debris)   

Tracy Meintjies (ORCA) 

Animal entanglement   

Public access Ensure biodiversity preservation and protection. 

Water quality and quantity   

Eco-tourism and recreation   

Flooding Disaster management. 

Pollution (sewerage spills) Disaster management. 

Monica Taylor 

Education   

Public access   

Illegal activities & structures E.g. individuals constructing boardwalks to beach. 

Alien invasive vegetation Eradicate. 
Jean Sparg 

Polluting of rivers and estuaries   

Protection of ecologically sensitive 
zones (development and traffic) 

  

Public access   

Corridors to inland natural systems E.g. forrests and wetlands. 

Water quality Monitor. 

Rudi Martin 

Water abstraction Monitor. 

Illegal activities E.g. riots, sharks, destruction of public assets. 

Re-routing of rivers to create blue flag 
beaches (tourism) 

  

Higher education facilities   

Ron Scott-Brown 

Security   

Affordability to land owners Tax rebates and incentives. 

Alien growth/vegetation Alien eradication. Andre van Rooyen 

Fire control   

Access and security   

Small craft harbour (Plett) Needed for tourism. Gerry Schulz 

Tourism attractions E.g. cycle tracks, festivals, sport. 
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Public access   

Freshwater flows to estuaries   

Illegal activities/structures   
Di Grant 

Setback lines   

Sea water quality/cleanliness 
E.g. sewerage, acid (chemicals?), stormwater 
drainage. 

Alien eradication Plants, sea life and in lagoons (estuaries). 

Information Information on limits, where and when (fishing) etc. 
Angus Greig 

Town planning that degrades the sea 
and coastline 

  

Flooding   

Development control   

Illegal activities & policing   

Access for public to beach or coastal 
zone 

  

Tourism and recreation   

Christo Vlok 

Sea water quality and usage   

Water availability and pollution   

Education   

Preservation 
E.g. more wetlands; clamp down on illegal activities 
and structures near our beaches; no jet skis. 

No Jet skis   

Public access 
Traditional areas to be maintained; additional ones to 
be provided. 

Achim Ecker 

Research   

Zoning 

Essential to map use areas for different activities on 
land and in the sea; specific by-laws required to 
enforce compliance in terms of zoning (i.e. 
municipality must have "foundation"). 

Dupre Lombaard 

Development of visitor facilities 

Limited public land available for provision of facilities 
(e.g. parking, ablutions, life-saving); distribution of 
access points will be determined where facilities will 
be required - current visitor pressure will also 
determine; Bitou needs guidance where and what 
type to provide. 

 
 


